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ABSTRACT

An apparatus is provided for processing a Source frame 901,
which comprises Storage means 205 for Storing Said image
data, memory means 203 for Storing Said image data and
instructions 504, 510, processing means 201 for processing
Said instructions and further comprising graphics processing
means 206, 310 equipped with at least one frame buffer 309,
wherein Said instructions are processed by Said processing

means to configure (404, 405) said graphics processing
means 206, 310 to perform the steps of defining said image
data 901 as at least one image texture 911 to be applied to
at least one polygon 513, 514 or 515; processing said image
texture 911 to generate corresponding texture elements 941

defining a matte thereof; and drawing (1006) said texture
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elements 941 in said frame buffer.
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ACCELERATED MATTE
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

0001. The present invention relates to generating com
posited image data from respective background and fore
ground image data with an image processing System con
figured with graphics data processing means.
0002. Description of the Related Art
0.003 Recent technical advances in image processing
Systems have facilitated and generalised the use of highly
Saturated Studio environments in which to film talents per
forming a Scene, which should Subsequently be composited
in an alternative background. “BlueScreen” techniques in
Video environments and “greenScreen” techniques in cin
ematographic environments are well known, wherein talents
or models are filmed in a Studio configured with respectively
blue- or green-Saturated Surroundings, in order to generate a
clip of foreground image frames. An alternative clip of
background image frames is Subsequently generated and a
compositing proceSS allows an image editor to Seamlessly
blend the foreground and background image frames by
means of keying parts of the corresponding Video signals,
for instance the luminance or chrominance Signal, which is
known to those skilled in the art as chroma-keying.
0004 Such image data processing has long been provided
by means of using dedicated hardware, for instance the
ultimatte provided by the Ultimatte Corporation of Chat
Sworth, Calif. or, more recently, by means of computer
apparatus configured to process and output rendered com
posited image frames.
0005 Image data processing apparatus as described
above is very expensive, however, and traditionally requires
Similarly expensive, highly trained operators. Moreover,
only a marginal portion of Such known Systems are config
ured with a processing capability Sufficient to generate
composited image frames in real time, an accepted definition
of real-time rendering being receiving, processing and out
putting image data at display rate, also known to those
skilled in the art as the number of displayable frames per
Second.

0006 Techniques are known to overcome the elevated
cost of ownership described above, which use relatively
inexpensive computer Systems as image processing Systems,
and especially when configured with hardware based graph
ics accelerators, an example of which would be an Nvidia
GEforce3 provided by the Nvidia Corporation of Santa
Clara, Calif. An important problem however hinders the
development of the use of inexpensive computer Systems as
described above to generate composited image data, because
hardware graphics accelerators are typically designed to best
process three-dimensional primitives Such as polygons but
the dedicated processing capabilities of the processors and
Sub-processors thereof are limited in relation to two-dimen
Sional image frame data processing algorithms, for instance
the image keying algorithms developed by Petro VlahoS.
According to the known prior art, Such keying algorithms
are computed by the main processor of an image processing
System, whereby all of the Source, matte and destination
image data is provided by Said main processor to Said
graphics accelerator as textures. In the above described
inexpensive computer Systems, the processing of Such
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Source image data to generate Said matte image data and
Subsequent compositing thereof into Said final image data
requires significant computation by Said main processor,
wherein the Supplementary graphical data processing capa
bilities of Said graphics accelerator are not exploited which
renderS Such inexpensive Systems unsuitable for outputting
composited image data in real time.
0007. In FIG. A an inexpensive computer system A1 is
shown configured with a main processor A2, random-access
memory A3 and data Storage means A4, wherein all of Said
components A2 to A4 are interfaced by means of a System
buS A5. A graphics accelerator A6 is also shown configured
with a main graphic processor A7 and a plurality of graphics
Sub-processors A8, wherein processor A7 receives graphical
data from processor A2 by means of a dedicated bus A9 and
forwards Said graphical data after local processing to Said
Sub-processors A8 for further processing. Said processed
graphical data is eventually written by Said Sub-processors
A8 to a frame buffer A10 from which said data is either

output to a display A11 in the form of image frames or Sent
back to main processor A2 over bus A9 for Subsequent
temporary Storing in memory A3 or permanent Storing in
Storage means A4.
0008 A functional overview of the components A7 to
A10 of graphics accelerator A6 is shown in FIG. B., in which
a processing function of graphics processor A7 is to Sort
graphic data Sent from processor A2 between three-dimen
Sional data and two-dimensional data. Typically, 3-D data is
Sent by processor A7 as control points equipped with co
ordinates in a volume configured with a Cartesian co
ordinate System to a first evaluating System Sub-processor
A81, where vertices are evaluated from Said control points.
Said vertices are then sent from said sub-processor A81 to a
Second vertex processing Sub-processor A82, where they are
converted into primitives, i.e. polygons. Two-dimensional
data is Sent by processor A7 to a third texture-processing
Sub-processor A83, a typical function of which is to generate
positional data and color attributes, Such that when the
polygons are Sent from Sub-processor A82 to a fourth
rasterizing Sub-processor A84 for conversion into Screen
positioned, two-dimensional pixels, Said two-dimensional
graphic data is similarly rasterized at a correct position
within the eventual image frame and, when Said pixels are
sent from said sub-processor A84 to a fifth fragment
processing Sub-processor A85 for further color and/or trans
parency data processing, the two-dimensional graphic data
dependent color attributes are correctly processed and
asSociated with Said pixels. In accordance with the descrip
tion of FIG. A., sub-processor A85 outputs final image frame
data to frame buffer A10 but may optionally loop said output
back to Said texture-processing Sub-processor A83 in order
to reproceSS Said output, for instance if data processing
operations performed by Said Sub-processor A85 require
multiple passes.
0009. In order to output image data, graphics accelerator
A6 requires instructions and data from main processor A2,
wherein Said instructions are processed by Said processor A2
into microcode that graphics processor A7 can then itself
execute when received, and Said microcode may be received
only once at Start-up, for instance initialisation instructions,
or said instructions may be received on a regular basis to
instruct the accelerator 206 to perform certain tasks required
by the application executed by Said main processor A2.
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Examples of such instructions are shown in FIG. C as
OpenGL pseudo code, to improve the clarity of the present
description.
0010) Pseudo code C1 for instance sets a color and the
example shown instructs graphics accelerator A6 to draw the
brightest red possible, with no green or blue components.
Pseudo code C2 similarly instructs graphics accelerator A6
to draw a rectangle, and the joining of C1 and C2 would
instruct accelerator A6 to draw an intensely red rectangle. In
terms of invoking the Specific functionality of Sub-proces
Sors, pseudo code C3 instructs accelerator A6 to blend an
intensely red rectangle with an alternative background,
whereby Said rectangle data is processed by Sub-processors

A81 and A82, the color (red) data is processed by Sub

processor A83 and the blending thereof is processed by
fragment processing Sub-processor A85, with blending
parameterS Specified at C4.
0.011 Further levels of Sub-processor functionality and
accelerator configuration can be accessed at will in order to
obtain the desired output image data. For instance, complex
pseudo code C5 initialises an image data processing mode
known as “Feedback', wherein no output is provided to the
displayable portion of frame buffer A10 until said output
data is fully processed and ready. Incoming graphics data is
thus looped through the various Sub-processors, each of

which carries iterative functions thereon, until Such time as
all functions have been carried out and the final data is now

sent to said displayable portion of frame buffer A10. Such
iterative function processing is traditionally known as ren
dering passes. Said Sub-processors thus also require instruc
tions shown as pseudo code C6 to C8 in order to determine

where to access (C6) said looped data and where to store
(C7) or copy (C8) said data after they have processed it.
0012. It is the pseudo code described in FIG. C and

executed by a main processor A2 that configures the graph
ics processor A7 and, further, the sub-processors A81 to A85
to perform their respective tasks described in FIGS. B and
C, wherein Said code defines operational Steps shown in
Figure D for the purpose of Said configuration. Typically,
Said code is compiled into a binary executable form which,
when processed by Said processor A2, is output as micro
code, e.g. processing functions, to processor A7. Said micro
code would thus instruct graphics processor A7 to read
incoming graphic data at Step D1 and discriminate Said
incoming data by asking a question at Step D2 to establish
whether Said incoming data is equipped with three-dimen
sional attributes or not. If the question of step D2 is
answered positively, Said incoming data is Sent to the texture
processing Sub-processor A83 at Step D3, where it is pro
cessed into a texture to be mapped onto polygons. Alterna
tively, the question of D2 is answered negatively, whereby

the three-dimensional data is Sent to the combination of

sub-processors A81 and A82 at step D4, where it is pro
cessed into polygons.
0013 At step D5, both the three-dimensional data result
ing from the execution of Step D4 and the two-dimensional
data resulting from the execution of Step D3 are rasterized
into two-dimensional Screen co-ordinates by a process of
rasterization, whereby the combination of 2-D and 3-D data
is known as fragments, i.e. all of the data associated with a
pixel including co-ordinates, color, depth and texture co
ordinates. At this stage, fragments are traditionally tempo
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rarily written to the frame buffer A10 but at the next step D6,
each of Said pixel/fragment is blended with the fragment
color attributes Such that a displayable pixel is drawn back
to the frame buffer at step D7. At the next step D8, a question
is asked as to whether the intended color attributes of said

displayable pixel require further processing before Said pixel
is eventually output to display means and/or Storage means.
If the question of step D8 is answered positively, the first
iteration of Said fragments processed into displayable pixels
according to Step D6 and written as a first iteration of Said
displayable pixels in Said frame buffer A10 according to Step
D7 are copied back to texture processing Sub-processor A83,
Such that the next processing function, i.e. pass, may be
performed thereon according to steps D5, D6 and D7.
Alternatively, the question of Step D8 is answered nega
tively, whereby final processed graphic data is output to Said
display means and/or Storage means and control is returned
to Step D1 and next graphical data is read from main
processor A2 by a graphical processor A7 and So on and So
forth.

0014) A three-dimensional cube is shown in FIG. E.
within a Volume configured with a Cartesian co-ordinate
system E1 defined by a set of three orthogonal axes. Said
cube comprises Six faces existing as Square, textured poly
gons. With respect to the view adopted in FIG. E., only three
such textured polygons E2, E3 and E4 are visible. The cube
shown in FIG. E is a very simple three-dimensional structure
representing graphical data to be rendered and for which
graphics acceleratorS Such as graphics accelerator A6 have
been developed and optimised.
0015. In accordance with the description of FIGS. A to D,
eight control points F1 to F8 are shown in FIG. F, repre
Senting three-dimensional data Sent by graphics processor
A7 to the evaluation sub-processor A81, wherein each of
Said control points is equipped with its respective three
dimensional, positional data in reference to co-ordinate
System E1. Upon completing the evaluation processing of
step D4, Sub-processor A81 eventually outputs twelve ver
tices F9 to F20, each of which links two each of Said 3-D

control points F1 to F8 to define one side of the cube object
shown in FIG. E.

0016 Upon completing the conversion processing at the
Same Step D4, Sub-processor A82 outputs Six primitives G1
to G6 shown in FIG. G., wherein said primitives are square,
four-sided polygons defining the cube faces Such as cube
faces E2, E3 and E4. In the figure, polygon G2 defines cube
face E2, polygon G3 defines cube face E3 and polygon G4
defines cube face E4 and polygons G1, G5 and G6 are
occluded from view. The occlusion of said polygons, G1, G5
and G6 by said polygons G2, G3 and G4 in relation to the
view point with which the polygon object is shown in the
figure results in only said visible polygons G2. G3 and G4
being rasterized according to Step D5, i.e. the pixels repre
Senting the respective Surfaces thereof are processed in order
to confer two-dimensional Screen co-ordinates thereto in

relation to a two-dimensional co-ordinate System G5 com
prising two perpendicular axes.
0017. In the art, the omission of the occluded polygons
G1, G5 and G6 from the rendering of the entire cube is
known as culling and is traditionally performed by the fifth
fragment processing Sub-processor A85, typical operational
steps of which are further described in FIG. H.
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0.018. It was previously explained that sub-processor A85
receives data colloquially referred to as pixels, but which are
better known in the art as fragments which are all of the data
asSociated with any Such one pixel, including two-dimen
Sional co-ordinates, color, depth and texture co-ordinates.
Typically, the fragment processor A85 blends the fragment's
color and/or texture provided by sub-processor A83 with the
pixel provided by Sub-processor A84 and submits the frag
ments depth data to a culling test to determine whether said
pixel is written to the frame buffer or not, e.g. a pixel
generated from the Service of polygon G1 would fail Said
depth-based test and thus not be rendered to the frame buffer.
The above occluding function is one typical example
amongst a plurality of functions carried out by Sub-processor
A85, whereby all of the fragments defining a complete
image frame are iteratively processed by each function and,
potentially, any of Said functions may thus require a Subse
quent reprocessing of the entire array of fragments, thereby
defining multiple rendering passes.
0019. At step H1, fragment processor A85 first reads the
incoming fragment header, which specifies the fragment
processing function with which the data therein should be
processed. Said reading Step prompts a question to be asked
at the next step H2, to determine whether Said required
function, which would usually be in the form of microcode
as described above, is already Stored in a portion of dynamic
memory of graphics accelerator A6 dedicated to Storing
processing functions executable by Said fragment processor
A85. If the question of step H2 is answered negatively,
fragment processor A85 Subsequently invokes graphics pro
cessor A7 for the missing function, which is then fetched and
written for storage in said dedicated RAM portion at the next
step H4.
0020. Alternatively, the question of step H2 is answered
positively, Signifying that Said function already resides in
Said dedicated memory portion, whereby fragment processor
A85 may now process the fragment read at step H1 with the
appropriate function at the next step H5. A displayable pixel
is thus obtained from said processing step H5 which is
Subsequently drawn to the frame buffer at step H6 but may
equally be drawn into a plurality of configurable portions of
said frame buffer A10, known to those skilled in the art as

color buffers, depth buffer, stencil buffer or an accumulation
buffer, wherein Said configurations depend upon the initiali
sation of graphics accelerator A6 by the image processing
application used and the parameterisation of the processing
functions carried out therein.

0021. At step H7, a question is asked as to whether the
function executed at Step H5 specifies a reprocessing of the
fragment read at Step H1, processed at Step H5 and drawn as
a pixel at Step H6, i.e. a Subsequent rendering pass is
required before the required final output pixel is displayed.
If the question of step H7 is answered positively, the
fragment processor A85 copies the buffered pixel of step H6
to the texture processing Sub-processor A83, whereby its
two-dimensional Screen co-ordinates will be sent to the

rasterizing Sub-processor A84 and its color and other Such
attributes will be sent back to fragment processor A85 in
order to carry out Said next processing function on what is
essentially the output of the first iteration of the processing
step H5. Alternatively, the question of step H7 is answered
negatively, whereby a third question is asked at Step H9, as
to whether another fragment is to be read and Subsequently
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processed. Typically the question of Step H9 is answered
positively as fragment processor A85 receives the fragment
having two-dimensional Screen co-ordinates defining Said
fragment as the displayable pixel next to the last Such
processed displayable pixels in the eventual output image
frame from Sub-processor A84, whereby control is thus
returned to step H1. Alternatively, the question of step H9 is
answered negatively, Signifying that all of the displayable
pixels defining a first iteration of the output image frame
have been processed, for instance to generate the first
rendering pass as described above, whereby the fragment
processor memory is flushed at the next step H10 and control
is also returned to the initial reading Step H1, where for
instance the first fragment processed by the first function and
copied to the texture processor A83 is read and the next
processing function corresponding to the above described
Second rendering pass is carried out and So on and So forth,
until all of the fragments defining the eventual output image
frame have been processed by as many Successive functions
as required by fragment processor A85 to generate the final
output image frame.
0022 FIG. I illustrates the rasterized polygon G3 shown
in FIG. G configured with a texture as shown on cube face
E3 in FIG. E by means of a processing function carried out
by sub-processor A85, having received the fragments defin
ing Said rasterized polygon G3 comprising positional data
from rasterizer A84 and texture color attributes from texture

processor A83. In accordance with the above description of
the known prior art, graphics processor A7 receives control
points F1 to F8 defining the cube object shown in FIG. E.,
along with a texture I1 which it determines to be two
dimensional data thus Sent to texture processing Sub-pro
cessor A83 shown as I2. Sub-processor A83 Subsequently
processes Said texture I1 with Scaling and biasing functions
to correctly skew, position and orient Said texture I1 in
relation to the Cartesian co-ordinates System El Such that it
overlays said polygon G3. Texture processor A83 thus
generates a processed texture I3, having positional data
derived from Said processing functions shown in the Figure
as I4 and color attributes I5, wherein said positional data is
Sent to rasterizer A84 and Said color attributes are Sent to

fragment processor A85.
0023 Fragment processor A85 thus receives all of the
fragments defining polygon G3 overlaid with texture I3
having color attributes I5 within the two-dimensional
orthogonal System G5, whereby said fragments are pro
cessed with a number of functions described above, an

example of which would be the culling function, configuring
fragment processor A85 to remove the portion of fragments
defining polygons G1 and G6 positioned behind polygon G3
in relation to the rendering view point.
BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

0024. According to an aspect of the present invention,
there is provided a method of processing image data, com
prising image data Stored in Storage means or memory
means, instructions Stored in Said memory means defining
processing to be performed upon Said image data by graph
ics processing means equipped with at least one frame
buffer, wherein Said method comprises the Steps of config
uring Said graphics processing means according to Said
instructions, in Said graphics processing means, defining
Said image data as at least one image texture to be applied
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to at least one polygon; in Said graphics processing means,
processing Said image texture to generate corresponding
texture elements defining a matte thereof; and drawing Said
texture elements in said frame buffer.

0.025 According to another aspect of the present inven
tion, there is provided an apparatus for processing image
data, comprising Storage means for Storing image data,
memory means for Storing Said image data and instructions,
processing means for processing Said instructions and fur
ther comprising graphics processing means equipped with at
least one frame buffer, wherein Said instructions are pro
cessed by Said processing means to configure Said graphics
processing means to perform the Steps of defining Said
image data as at least one image texture to be applied to at
least one polygon, processing Said image texture to generate
corresponding texture elements defining a matte thereof, and
drawing Said texture elements in Said frame buffer.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE SEVERAL
VIEWS OF THE DRAWINGS

0.026 FIG. 1 shows an image processing system operated
by an artist, which comprises an inexpensive computer
System;

0.027 FIG. 2 shows a typical internal architecture of the
computer System shown in FIG. 1, including a graphics
accelerator card and a memory;
0028 FIG. 3 shows a typical internal architecture of the
graphics accelerator card shown in FIG. 2;
0029 FIG. 4 details the operational steps according to
which the artist shown in FIG. 1 operates the image pro
cessing System according to the present invention;
0030 FIG. 5 details the contents of the memory shown
in FIG. 2 upon completing the application Starting Step
shown in FIG. 4, including an image processing application
according to the present invention;
0.031 FIG. 6 further details the initialisation step shown
in FIG. 4 with which the application according to the
present invention initialises the graphics accelerator card
shown in FIGS. 2 and 3;

0.032 FIG. 7 provides a graphical representation of the
graphical user interface of the application displayed in FIG.
6, including a color Selection interface;
0.033 FIG. 8 further details the keying initialisation step
shown in FIG. 4;

0034 FIG. 9A shows image data captured by the camera
shown in FIG. 1 as Supplied to the computer system also
shown in FIG. 1;

0035 FIG. 9B details the captured image data shown in
FIG. 9A, including a plurality of picture screen elements;
0036 FIG. 9C shows values conferred to the picture
screen elements shown in FIG. 9B in order to generate a
matte of the captured image data shown in FIGS. 9A and
9B;

0037 FIG. 9D provides an alternative representation of
the picture Screen elements defining a matte of the captured
image data shown in FIG. 9C;
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0.038 FIG. 9E shows the matte shown in FIG. 9D
configured by the present invention as foreground image
data for Subsequent compositing,
0039 FIG. 9F shows captured image data shown in
FIGS. 9A to 9E composited with background image data
according to the present invention;
0040 FIG. 10 illustrates the compositing of a back
ground image frame shown in FIG. 9F, the foreground
image frame shown in FIG. 9A and the matte shown in FIG.
9E generated according to the present invention in the frame
buffer shown in FIGS. 3 and 6;

0041 FIG. 11 shows a pixel’s color values represented as
a point in the RGB cube;
0042 FIG. 12 illustrates an RGB cube viewed from the
white corner,

0043 FIG. 13 illustrates steps needed to rotate a point in
RGB space around a line shown in FIG. 11;
0044 FIG. 14 shows a matrix transformation that per
forms the steps shown in FIG. 13;
004.5 FIG. 15 defines a notion of distance in the RGB
cube,

0046 FIG. 16 illustrates a method of determining an
angle for rotation in the RGB cube;
0047 FIG. 17 shows the RGB cube with a hue-compen
Sated point;

0048 FIG. 18 defines the notion of distance using hue

compensated points;
0049 FIGS. 19A and 19B illustrate planes formed in the
RGB cube by the notion of distance;
0050 FIG. 20 details equations defining a transparency
mask,

0051 FIG. 21 illustrates planes in the RGB cube
obtained during color-Suppression;
0052 FIG.22 illustrates a polygon defined by the planes
shown in FIG. 21;

0053 FIG. 23 details calculations performed to obtain a
transparency mask,
0054 FIG.24 shows calculations necessary to composite
a foreground and background image;
0055 FIG. 25 details calculations necessary for flare
Suppression;
0056 FIG. 26 details equations defining a flare-suppres
Sion mask,

0057 FIG. 27 illustrates a plane obtained during flare
suppression along with the planes shown in FIG. 21;
0.058 FIG. 28 illustrates a polygon in RGB space
obtained during flare-Suppression;
0059 FIG. 29 details calculations performed to obtain a
flare-Suppression mask,
0060 FIG. 30 details calculations carried out during
flare-Suppression;
0061 FIG. 31 details calculations necessary to Substitute
the color Suppression mask for the flare-Suppression mask,
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0.062 FIG. 32 details calculations necessary to perform
color Suppression;
0.063 FIG. 33 shows a graph illustrating flare-suppres
Sion and color Suppression regions,
0.064 FIG. 34 shows equations illustrating the effect of
color Suppression and flare-Suppression;
0065 FIG. 35 shows the calculations necessary to per
form color Suppression and flare-Suppression together;
0.066 FIG. 36 shows the equations necessary to perform
only flare-Suppression;
0067 FIG. 37 shows the calculations necessary to per
form only color Suppression;
0068 FIG. 38 details steps carried at step 406 as shown
in FIG. 4 wherein the user interacts with the application;
0069 FIG. 39 shows a function carried out at step H5 in
FIG. H during the first pass of chroma-keying,
0070 FIG. 40 shows a function carried out at step H5 in
FIG. H during the Second pass of chroma-keying,
0071 FIG. 41 shows a function carried out at step H5 in
FIG. H during the third pass of chroma-keying,
0072 FIG. 42 shows a function carried out at step H5 in
FIG. H during the Second pass of flare Suppression only;
0073 FIG. 43 shows a function carried out at step H5 in
FIG. H during the first pass of color Suppression only;
0074 FIG. 44 shows a function carried out at step H5 in
FIG. H during the Second pass of color Suppression only;
and

0075 FIG. 45 shows the final result of the analyst shown
in FIG. 1 composited with the background shown in FIG.
9F
WRITTEN DESCRIPTION OF THE BEST MODE
FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION

0076) The invention will now be described by way of
example only with reference to the previously identified
drawings.
0.077 FIG. 1
0078. An image data processing system is shown in FIG.
1 and includes a programmable computer 101 having a drive
102 for receiving DVD-ROMs 103 and writing to CD
RAMs 104 and a drive 105 for receiving high-capacity
magnetic disks, such as ZIPTM disks 106. Computer 101 may
receive program instructions via an appropriate DVD-ROM
103 and output data may be written to a re-writable CD
RAM 104. Program instructions may be similarly received
from a ZIPTM disk 106 and output data may be written
thereto. Moreover, instructions may be transmitted to and
received from a network server 107 or the internet 108, to

which said server 107 provides access, by means of network
connection 109.

007.9 The user 110 of computer system 101 may visua
lise the output data of computer 101 on a visual display unit
111. Manual input is received via a keyboard 112, a mouse
113 and/or from a graphic tablet-and-Stylus combination

(not shown).
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0080. In the example, user 110 operates a video capture
Studio and Supplies image data for inclusion in webcasts,
said webcasts being broadcasts streamed over the World
Wide Web, or Internet. Accordingly, programmable com
puter 101 is interfaced with a camera 114, for instance a
digital camera recorder Supplying image data to Said com
puter 101 by means of a Firewire TM connection 115. Alter
natively, analogue image data may be Supplied from a
conventional Video camera and converted to digital data by
an analogue to digital Video capture interface. In the
example shown, user 110 has been tasked with Supplying a
commentary of a Stock market analyst 116 to a financial
website in real time. Thus, analyst 116 provides her com
mentary, which is captured as digital Video by camera 114 in
front of a bluescreen 117. Technical advances in image
processing Systems have enabled the generalisation of the
“bluescreen” technique in video, whereby actors or models
are filmed in a Studio configured with blue-Saturated Sur
roundings in order to generate a clip of foreground image
frames. An alternative clip of background image frames is
Subsequently generated and, in the example, Said alternative
clip comprises various Stock market graphical indicators. A
compositing proceSS allows an editor, Such as user 110, to
Seamlessly blend the foreground and background image
frames by means of keying part of the corresponding video
Signals, for instance the luminance or chrominance Signal.
0081 FIG. 2
0082 The components of computer system 101 are fur
ther detailed in FIG. 2. The system includes a Pentium 4TM

central processing unit (CPU) 201 which fetches and

executes instructions and manipulates data via a providing
connectivity with a larger main memory 203, DVD-ROM
re-writer 102, ZIPTM drive 105 and other components which
will be further detailed below. System bus 202 is, for
instance, a crossbar Switch or other Such bus connectivity
logic. CPU 201 is configured with a high-speed cache 204
comprising between two hundred and fifty-six and five
hundred and twelve kilobytes, which stores frequently
accessed instructions and data to reduce fetching operations
from larger memory 203. Memory 203 comprises between
two hundred and fifty-six megabytes and one gigabyte of
dynamic randomly accessible memory and Stores executable
programs which, along with data, are received via Said bus

202 from a hard disk drive 205. Hard disk drive (HDD) 205

provides non-volatile bulk Storage of instructions and data.
0083. A graphics card 206 receives graphics data from
the CPU 201, along with graphics instructions. Said graphics
accelerator 206 is preferably coupled to the CPU 201 by
means of a direct port 207, Such as the advanced graphics

port (AGP) promulgated by Intel Corporation, the band

width of which exceeds the bandwidth of bus 202. Prefer

ably, the graphics card 206 includes Substantial dedicated
graphical processing capabilities, So that the CPU 201 is not
burdened with computationally intensive tasks for which it
is not optimised.
0084. Input/output interface 208 provides standard con
nectivity to peripherals Such as keyboard 112, mouse 113, or

a graphic tablet-and-stylus. A Universal Serial Bus (USB)
209 is provided as an alternative means of providing con
nectivity to peripherals such as keyboard 112, mouse 113 or
Said graphic tablet-and-Stylus, whereby said connectivity is
improved with a faster bandwidth for user input data trans
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fer. A Firewire TM interface 210 is also provided as an
alternative means of providing connectivity to peripherals
Such as camera 114, whereby Said connectivity is improved
with a faster bandwidth for image data transfer.
0085 Network card 211 provides connectivity to server
107 and the Internet 108 by processing incoming and
outgoing data packets according to a plurality of commu
nication protocols. Optionally, a Sound card 212 is provided
which receives sound data from the CPU 201 over system
buS 202, along with Sound processing instructions, in a
manner similar to graphics card 206. Preferably, the sound
card 212 includes Substantial dedicated digital Sound pro
cessing capabilities, so that the CPU 201 is not burdened
with computationally intensive tasks for which it is not
optimised.
0.086 The equipment shown in FIG. 2 constitutes an
inexpensive programmable computer of fairly Standard type,
Such as a programmable computer known to those skilled in
the art as an IBMTM PC compatible or an AppleTM Mac.
0087 FIG. 3
0088. Instructions according to the present invention may
be processed by the image processing System 101 to display
3-D graphical objects on the video display unit 111, wherein
the CPU 201 may transfer information to and from the 3-D
graphics accelerator 206 according to a programmed input/
output protocol over the AGP port 207. The 3-D graphics
accelerator 206 in computer system 101 provides increased
performance for processing geometric primitives to be ren
dered as three-dimensional objects on VDU 111, thus reduc
ing the need for an expensive WorkStation and the associated
cost thereof.

0089 Functionally, instructions according to the inven
tion preferably conform to an application programmer inter

face (API) such as OpenGL which, when processed by CPU

201, generate processor commands known as microcode and
data that define a geometric primitive, Such as a polygon, for

output on VDU 111. The OpenGL (Open Graphics Library)

API used in the preferred embodiment is designed as a
hardware-independent interface to be implemented on many
different hardware platforms, but it will be readily apparent
to those skilled in the art that hardware-specific APIs or
operating System-specific APIs may be used to achieve the
benefit of the present invention. Such hardware-specific
APIs or operating System-specific APIs include for instance
Nvidia's CgTM Programming Language, Creative LabsTM's
Shading Programming Language, MicrosoftTM's DirectXTM
Pixel Shaders or Renderman TM's Image Shaders.
0090. A typical architecture of a 3-D graphics accelerator
206 is shown in further detail in FIG. 3. The 3-D graphics
accelerator 206 principally comprises a graphics processing

unit 301 (GPU) configured with a memory cache 302 and a

dynamic memory 303. The accelerator 206 further com
prises a plurality of Sub-processors including floating points
processors and drawing controllers as well as a frame buffer
and a random access memory digital-to-analogue converter

(RAMDAC). The GPU 301 interfaces the graphics accel

erator 206 to the AGPBUS 207 and controls the transfer of

graphics processing instructions, known as microcode, and
graphical data between said dynamic memory, floating point
processors, drawing controllers and frame buffer.
0.091 A first floating point processor 304 acts as an
evaluator, the processing function of which derives the
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Vertices used to represent a polygonal Surface from its
control points. A Second floating point processor 305 con
verts the vertices output by evaluator 304 into primitives,
whereby the Spatial co-ordinates thereof are projected from
a position within a three-dimensional co-ordinate System to
a two-dimensional position on a Screen. An additional func
tion of vertex processor 305 is the assembly of said primi

tives, which involves clipping (the elimination of geometri
cal data not required for output), Viewport and depth

processing operations and optionally culling, wherein all
Such processing operations will be familiar to those skilled
in the art. The output of vertex processor 305 is complete
geometric primitives, including vertices with related color
data, depth data, optionally texture co-ordinate values and
format for the next rasterization Step by the rasterizer
sub-processor 306, which will be further described below. A
first drawing controller 307 processes non-geometric data
received by GPU 301. Pixel processor 307 typically scales,
biases and processes Said non-geometrical data by means of
a pixel map, whereby its output is then either forwarded to
a second drawing controller 308, the function of which is to
apply texture image data onto geometric objects, for
instance to make Said objects look more realistic, or Said
output is directly forwarded to said rasterizer 306. The
rasterizer Sub-processor 306 processes both geometric out
put data of vertex processor 305 and pixel output data of
pixel processor 307 and/or texture assembler 308 into frag
ments, wherein each of Said fragments corresponds to a pixel
to be stored in frame buffer 309, which comprises an array
of addressable dynamic random access memory.
0092. A third drawing controller 310 performs a series of
operations that may alter or possibly eliminate fragments
before they are stored in frame buffer 309. Fragment pro

cessor 310 primarily processes texture(s) received from

texture assembler 308 to generate a texture element, also
known as a texel, to be applied to a fragment. Fragment
processor 310 may perform additional processing functions
including fog calculations, pixel blending, pixel dithering
and/or bitmask masking. The processed fragment is even
tually drawn into the frame buffer 309, wherein it is now a
fully-processed, displayable pixel.
0093. The RAMDAC 311 comprises a programmable
Video timing generator and programmable pixel clock Syn
thesiser along with crossbar functions, as well as traditional
color look-up tables and triple video DAC circuits. RAM
DAC 311 in turn couples to the video display unit 111. The
architecture of the 3-D graphics accelerator 205 described
above may vary to a large extent and is here only provided
for illustrative purposes. Those skilled in the art will be
familiar with the functionality and performance benefits
thereof.

0094. With reference to the description of FIGS. 1 to 3,
an aim of the present invention is to facilitate the generation
of a matte from an image frame to composite a portion of
Said image, defined as a foreground image, with a back
ground image from an alternative Source. According to the
known prior art however, the image processing System 101
described in FIGS. 1 to 3 may not provide sufficient pro
cessing resources to generate a matte of the above described
blue-Screened image frame in real-time as required. Indeed,
although matte generation is a well-known technique for
compositing image data from various Sources, it is tradi
tionally performed by the main processor 201 of the image
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processing System 101, because the computations involved
according to the known prior art far exceed the processing
capacities of any of the Sub-processors in the graphics
accelerator 206, and GPU 301 alone may not perform those
processes in real-time. Thus it is known to generate a matte
from image data with CPU 201, which is then sent to GPU
301 as a texture. According to the preferred embodiment of
the present invention, however, only the “blueScreen” image
frame captured by camera 114 is sent to GPU 301, and the
matte thereof is generated by graphics accelerator 206.
0.095 FIG. 4
0096. The operational steps according to which artist110
operates image processing System 101 are detailed in FIG.
4.

0097. At step 401, the computer system 101 is switched
on, whereby all instructions and data Sets necessary to
proceSS image data are loaded at Step 402, including instruc
tions according to the present invention to generate a matte
of Said image data. Optionally, Said instructions and data Sets
necessary to proceSS image data are loaded from a DVD
ROM 103, from network server 107 or the internet 108 at

Step 402, for instance if Said instructions are not yet Stored
on HDD 205. Upon completing the loading operation of step
402, the processing of Said instructions according to the
present invention by CPU 201 starts at step 403.
0098. A portion of the output of said processing step 403
comprises microcode for the initialisation of graphics accel
erator 206 at the next step 404, whereby CPU201 sends said
microcode to GPU 301. Said microcode includes for

instance parameterization for the operating mode and image
data output of accelerator 206 and, preferably, processing
functions to be performed by GPU 301 and its sub-proces
sors 304 to 308 and 310, which are stored in memory 303
and/or cache 302. The completion of the above initialisation
step 404 results in the eventual output of the Graphical User

Interface (GUI) of the image processing application accord

ing to the present invention by graphics accelerator 206 to
VDU 111, whereby user 110 may then select a preferred
image keying process at Step 405 from difference-keying,
luminance-keying and chroma-keying, each of which will be
further described below.

0099. At step 406, image data is acquired as a single
frame or, alternatively, from a clip of frames or Stream
thereof either in real-time from camera 114 or the Internet

108 or from hard disk drive 205, network server 107, a

DVD-ROM 104 or a disk 106 such that it can be displayed
to user 110 on VDU 111 for Subsequent interaction therewith
at Step 406 by means of the image processing application. In
the preferred embodiment of the present invention, Said
image data is acquired in real-time as a Stream of image
frames from camera 114. Upon completing the interactive
Step 406, the user-inputted parameters thereof Specify how
to process image data in order to generate a matte according
to the present invention at step 407.
0100. At step 408, a question is asked as to whether
another image frame or another clip of image frames, i.e. a
Subsequent Stream of image frames, require processing by
image processing System 101 according to the present
invention. If the question of step 408 is answered positively,
control is returned to Step 406 Such that new image data can
be acquired in real-time from camera 114 or the internet 108,
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or from hard disk drive 205, network server 107, a DVD

ROM 104 or a disk 106. Alternatively, if the question asked
at step 408 is answered negatively, then user 110 is at liberty
to Stop the processing of the instructions according to the
present invention at Step 409 and, eventually, Switch image
processing system 101 off at step 410.
01.01 FIG. 5
0102) The contents of main memory 203 Subsequent to
the application processing Start Step 403 are further detailed
in FIG. 5.

0103) An operating system is shown at 501 which com
prises a reduced set of instructions for CPU 201, the purpose
of which is to provide image processing System 101 with
basic functionality. Examples of basic functions include for
instance access to files stored on hard disk drive 205 or

accessed from DVD/CD ROM drive 102 or ZIP drive 105

and management thereof, network connectivity with net
work server 107, the Internet 108 and camera 114, interpre
tation and processing of the input from keyboard 112, mouse
113 or graphic tablet-and-Stylus. In the example, the oper
ating system is Windows 2000 ProfessionalTM provided by
the Microsoft Corporation of Redmond, Calif., but it will be
apparent to those skilled in the art that the instructions
according to the present invention may be easily adapted to
function under different other known operating Systems,
such as IRIXTM provided by Silicon Graphics Inc, Mac OGX
or LINUX, which is freely distributed.

0104. An internet browser application is shown at 502,

which processes hypertext markup language-coded data
packets or other internet-Specific formatted data or applets
into graphical data for display on VDU 111. A digital video
capture application is shown at 503 which processes digital
Video image data generated by camera 114 and accessed at
Firewire TM interface 210 into graphical data for display on
VDU 111 and, optionally, storage in HDD 205 CD RAM
104, server 107 or disk 106.

0105. An image processing application according to the
present invention is shown at 504, which configures graph
ics accelerator 206 to generate a matte of the image data
output by application 503 for Subsequent compositing. Cor
responding application data is shown at 505 which com
prises various Sets of user-independent data and user depen
dent-data according to which application 504 processes
image data. Image data generated by application 503 to be
Subsequently processed by application 504 and its corre
sponding data 505 is shown at 506 and geometric data
generated by any of applications 501 to 504 for Subsequent
processing by graphics accelerator 206 is shown at 507.
Finally, user input data is shown at 508 which comprises
user input-dependent data identifying parameters and/or
data input by user 110 by means of keyboard 112, mouse 113
and/or graphic tablet-and-Stylus to proceSS image data 506.
0106 Various datasets of each subset of main memory
203 are supplied to GPU 301 for dedicated graphics pro
cessing by CPU 201. For instance, operating system 501
Supplies device driverS 509 when image processing System
101 is initially Switched on to ensure hardware compatibil
ity. Similarly, image processing application 504 and appli
cation data 505 Supply microcode 510, wherein application
data 505 Specifies processing parameters within Said micro
code according to user input data 508. Image data 506 may
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be supplied to GPU 301 as bitmaps 511 or complete pixels
512 either by application 503 or by application 504 and
geometrical data 507 may similarly be supplied to GPU 301
as lines or vectors 513, vertices 514 or complete polygons
515 either by application 503 or by application 504.
0107 For the purpose of clarity, the specific description
will hereinafter refer only to image processing application
504 Supplying microcode 510, pixels 512 defining a stream
of image frames captured by camera 114 and vertices 514.
01.08 FIG. 6
0109 Before image processing application 504 may sup
ply any graphical data, either geometric or non-geometric, to
GPU 301, the graphics accelerator 206 must first be initia
lised by said application 504 according to step 404, which is

activation. The GUI 703 of image processing application
504 is shown overlaid over GUI 701 and includes a plurality
of user-operable widgets, the functionality of Some of which
Specify parameters, i.e. application data 505.
0115 GUI 703 includes a first display area 704 within
which image data acquired at Step 406 is displayed to user
110 for interaction therewith. In the example, first image
data comprises analyst 116 Standing in front of blueScreen
117, as captured by digital camera 114 and initially pro
cessed by digital video capture application 503. Within said
display area 704, a moveable color selection interface 705 is
provided for user 110 to intuitively select the red, green and
blue color component values of a pixel defining the back
ground color to be keyed out. Preferably, the two-dimen

further detailed in FIG. 6.

updated in real-time from the two-dimensional co-ordinates
defined by the translation of mouse 113 or a stylus over a
graphic tablet.
0116. Upon positioning interface 705 satisfactorily, user
110 may Subsequently either click on a pressure-Sensitive
button of mouse 113 or press a key of keyboard 112 to
activate his selection, wherein the RGB color component
values of the pixel currently designated by interface 705 are
read as a first parameter and Stored in application data 505.
GUI 703 includes a second display area 706 configured with
user-operable sliders, the function of which is to finely
adjust the values derived from the above selection with
interface 705. Thus area 706 is configured with sliders 707,

0110. Upon user 110 starting application 504 at step 403
CPU 201 parses and processes the applications initial
Settings at Step 601. Said Settings for instance Specify the
Screen resolution at which application 504 operates,
whereby the operating system 501 default display resolution
may be 1024x768 pixels but application 504 requires a
display resolution of 1600x1200 pixels, i.e. to display image
data in finer detail. Other Such initial Settings may include an
API operating mode, indicating for instance whether graph
ics accelerator 206 should operate under OpenGL, DirectX's
Direct3D or other mode. CPU 201 Subsequently forwards
the corresponding initialising microcode to GPU 301,
whereby it is initialised at step 602. Having processed said
initialising microcode, GPU 301 is thus able to initialise all
of its sub-processors 302 to 311 in turn at step 603.
0111. At the next step 604, image processing application
504 and default application data 505 is generated by CPU
201 as function-specific microcode 510 and forwarded to
GPU 301, whereby said microcode 510 is subsequently
stored by GPU 301 either in cache 302, dynamic memory
304, or a combination thereof at step 605. A question is
Subsequently asked at 606 as to whether a portion of said
function-specific microcode 510 instructs GPU 301 to con
figure a portion of frame buffer 309 as a temporary buffer,
within which successive iterations of fragments will be
Stored during processing. If the question of Step 606 is
answered positively, GPU 301 apportions said addressable
dynamic RAM 309 according to the needs of application
504, specified in said microcode 510. The combination of
GPU 301 and its sub-processors is thus fully initialised for
generating the output data of application 504, whereby the

default Graphical User Interface (GUI) may now be output

to VDU 111 at step 608. Alternatively, the question of step
606 is answered negatively, Such that there is no requirement
for a temporary buffer, thus control is directly forwarded to
said step 608, whereby the default Graphical User Interface

(GUI) may now be output to VDU 111 at step 608.
O112 FIG. 7
0113. A graphical representation of the GUI of applica
tion 504 generated according to step 608 is shown in FIG.
7, including a color Selection interface.
0114 VDU 111 is shown and displays the GUI 701 of
operating system 501. Said GUI 701 includes at least one
user-actionable widget 702, presenting user 110 with stan
dard operating System taskS Such as file browsing upon

Sional co-ordinates of interface 705 within area 704 are

708 and 709 ranging between 0 (no color) to 255 (full color)

for each of the red, green and blue color components
respectively.
0117. A third display area 710 is provided within which
further sliders may be operated in a manner Similar to sliders
707, 708 and 709 in order to provide image processing
application 504 with additional application data 505. Within
said area 710, a first slider 711 is provided to allow user 110
to specify how much application 504 is tolerant to diver
gence between the foreground colors and the background
colors. A second slider 712 is provided to allow user 110 to
configure how much Softness application 504 should apply
to edges within image 704. Finally a third slider 713 is
provided to allow user 110 to refine the level of softness
applied by application 504, which is known according to the
present invention as flare Suppression. Each of SliderS 711 to
713 preferably ranges between 0 and 1, whereby the value
identified by the position of the selector in said sliders is a
floating point value.
0118 FIG. 8
0119). With the GUI 703 displayed onto VDU 111, user
110 may now Select a preferred image keying process
according to step 405, which is described in further detail in
FIG 8.

0120 In the preferred embodiment, user 110 may select
one of three available image keying processing functions

f(DK), f(LK) and f(CK) by means of activating keys of
keyboard 112 mapped to each of Said image keying pro
cessing functions. Alternatively, GUI 703 may provide a
Selection interface for the same purpose, for instance by
means of a "keying Selection' drop-down menu or even by
means of a user-operable pop-up menu, both types of which
are known. According to the present embodiment, all three
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functions f(DK), f(LK) and f(CK) are stored as microcode in

memory 303 and/or cache 302 upon completing the initiali
sation step 404.
0121. At step 801, a first question is asked as to whether
user input has been received to Select difference keying as

the appropriate image keying processing function, f(DK). If

the question of step 801 is answered positively, said user
input data is sent by CPU 201 after interpretation to GPU
301, which in turn configures fragment processor 310
according to the present invention to fetch then proceSS Said

image keying processing function f(DK) at Step 802.
0122) Difference keying involves recovering the trans
parency mask of analyst 116 within a foreground from an
identical reference background which must be provided,
whereby Said background-without-analyst and foreground
with-analyst are compared for “difference”, said difference
being Said transparency mask. User 110 may alter param
eters in the function such as the threshold t controlling how
much the function is tolerant to divergence of the foreground
and background colors, ranging from 0 to 1, and the Softness
O controlling the Softness of the edges in the image to be
matted, also ranging from 0 to 1.

0123 The keying function f(DK) is implemented in
microcode and processed by fragment processor 310 as an
equation:

C.

= Cla
cl

|C - C,A - t 0, 1

0.124 where C is the input color pixel, C is the reference
background color pixel and A=31-t-(1-O)(1-t). After a is
computed as above, the color value of each pixel is pro
cessed with the following equation to remove the color of
the background:

0.125 The final pixel C contains the foreground image,
i.e. analyst 116, along with the backing color removed by
means of its opacity value a.
0.126 Alternatively, the first question of step 801 is
answered negatively, whereby a Second question is asked at
step 803 as to whether user input has been received to select
luminance keying as the appropriate image keying proceSS

ing function, f(LK). If the question of step 803 is answered
positively, said user input data is sent by CPU 201 after
interpretation to GPU 301, which in turn configures frag
ment processor 310 according to the present invention to
fetch then proceSS Said image keying processing function

f(LK) at step 804.
0127 Luminance keying involves extracting a matte of
an image frame having image data which matches a user
defined luminance value, the advantage of this processing
function being that a specific luminance range may be
Specified independently of the hue data. The keying function

f(LK) is implemented in microcode and processed by frag
ment processor 310 as an equation:

C. = Cla
cl ((

), o, .)

0128 where C is the input color pixel, T is a threshold
value and A is a Scaling value.
0129. Alternatively, the second question of step 803 is
answered negatively, whereby a third and final question is
asked at step 805 as to whether user input has been received
to Select chroma-keying as the appropriate image keying

processing function, f(CK). If the question of step 805 is
answered positively, said user input data is sent by CPU 201
after interpretation to GPU 301, which in turn configures
fragment processor 310 according to the present invention to
fetch then proceSS Said image keying processing function

f(CK) at step 806. Alternatively, the third question of step
805 is answered negatively, whereby control is returned to
question 801 and the process StepS are repeated as described
above until Such time as an image keying processing func
tion is Selected.

0.130. The present description of the preferred embodi
ment will hereinafter describe the chroma-keying function

f(CK) processed by fragment processor 310 in further detail,

but it will be understood by those skilled in the art that the
present embodiment is not limited to Said function nor is it
limited within the context of a graphics accelerator to the use
of Said fragment processor.
0131 FIG. 9A
0132 FIG. 9A shows a first source frame 901, ie image
data acquired at Step 406, depicting a foreground image of
analyst 116 over a Substantially uniform background of a
blue backing color 117, of a Stream of Such image frames
captured by the camera 114, wherein the frequency of Said
Stream is defined as the Shutter Speed of Said camera, which
in the example is twenty-five frames per Second correspond
ing to the European PAL broadcast format. Thus, image
capture application 503 preferably processes twenty-five
image frames with Sound per Second into image data with a
format acceptable by image processing application 504 for
Subsequent further processing.
0133) FIG.9B
0134 FIG. 9B shows said first source frame 901 after
first processing by Said image capture application 503,
wherein Said Source frame is now configured into a finite

number of picture Screen elements (pixels) defining the total

Size of the frame, i.e. its resolution, which depends upon the
resolution capability of the camera 114 itself, the format
Selected for image capture application 503 output image
data, for instance Bitmap, JPEG or an alternative Such image
data format, whether compressed or uncompressed.
0.135 The image data is thus shown over which a mesh
911 has been Superimposed to figuratively represent the
resolution thereof in pixels. It will be apparent to those
skilled in the art that Said pixels are shown artificially
enlarged for clarity and illustrative purposes only. In effect,
first display area 704 of the image processing application
504 according to the invention displays pixels 911 according
to the image data acquisition Step 406, before the matte
thereof is generated according to the user parameter Selec
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tion step 406. Pixels 911 are thus supplied to GPU 301 under
the form of four vertices, respectively the upper right corner,
upper left corner, lower right corner and lower left corner of
the array of pixels 911, i.e. the image frame, and a texture
comprising all of the pixels 911 within the array, including
their color characteristics.

0136 FIG. 9C
0137 FIG. 9C shows values conferred to the picture
screen elements shown 911 in FIG.9B in order to generate
a matte of the captured image data 901.
0.138. The RGB color component values of the pixels
representing the blue background 117 have a relatively
Similar configuration, which is the background's blue prop
erty, whilst the RGB color component values of the pixels
representing the analyst 116 have a dissimilar configuration,
including variations based upon skin tone, hair color, gar
ment color and any other image component having RGB
color component values differing Substantially from those
defining the uniform blue background.
0139 For the purpose of clarity, pixels 911 are conferred
values of either 0 or 1, representing a condition of “false” or
“true' respectively, in the description of this figure only,
whereby a more detailed description of Said pixel evaluation
will be provided hereinafter. According to the present inven
tion, as the pixels defining the blue background 117 have
fairly uniform RGB values selected with color selection
interface 705, Said pixels are processed by fragment proces
Sor 310 as defining the background to be removed and thus
conferred a value 921 of 0. Conversely, the pixels defining
the analyst 116 have dissimilar RGB values and are thus
processed by fragment processor 310 and conferred a value
922 of 1, indicating they are to be retained.
0140 FIG. 9D
0141 FIG. 9D provides an alternative representation of
the conditional values 921, 922 applied to the pixels 911
shown in FIG. 9C, wherein pixels defining the uniform blue
background 117 having a value of 0 are whited out and
pixels defining analyst 116 having a value of 1 are blacked
out. It can therefore be observed that all pixels 911, 922 in
the image frame 901 now have a uniform property, thereby
defining a mask 931.
0142 FIG.9E
0143 FIG. 9E shows the matte shown in FIG. 9D
configured as alpha-channel image data according to the
present invention for Subsequent compositing.
0144. In order to successfully blend the pixels defining
the background image data from an alternative Source,
fragment processor 310 processes the first iteration of the
rasterized Source frame including the analyst 116 and the
blue background 117 according to the present invention. The
example mask 931 thus derived from said rasterized source
frame by Said fragment processor 310 is an image texture
941 stored in the temporary buffer portion of frame buffer
309. Fragment processor 310 processes the respective red,
green, blue and alpha color component values of the pixels
defining analyst 116 and uniform blue background 117 with
the chroma-keying function f(CK), whereby said values
remain unchanged insofar as analyst 116 is concerned but
are nulled, Save for a maximum transparency alpha-channel
value with regard to blue background 117.
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0145 FIG. 9F
0146 FIG. 9F shows captured image data shown in
FIGS. 9A to 9D composited with background image data.
0147 Further processing operations are performed by
fragment processor 310, notably an alpha-channel blending
operation known as “alpha blending, comprising blending
the pixels 911 shown in FIG. 9B, the pixels defining
alternative background image data 951 and the texture 941,
whereby analyst 116 of texture 941 is correctly composited
and only the black, conditionally “false' buffered pixel
values are blended with said alternative pixels 951. Said
blending operation is well-known to those skilled in the art
and is for instance described in the “OpenGL Programming
Guide”, Third Edition, Addison-Wesley, ISBN 0201604582,
at pp.220-232.

0148 FIG. 10
014.9 The processing according to the present invention
of the background frame 951 shown in FIG.9F, the source
frame 901 shown in FIG. 9A and the alpha-channel frame
941 shown in FIG. 9E is further illustrated in FIG. 10, in
relation to the interactions between the frame buffer 309 and

the fragment processor 310.
0150. In the preferred embodiment of the present inven
tion, the frame buffer 309 of graphics accelerator 206 is
configured with a temporary buffer portion 1001 and a
displayable image frame buffer portion 1002, upon GPU 301
receiving initialisation microcode 510 at step 404, whereby
the temporary buffer 1001 is specified according to step 607.
In the example, user 110 selects chroma-keying at step 405
by answering question 805 positively, whereby the chroma

keying function f(CK) portion of microcode 510 will be
invoked and processed by fragment processor 310, to the

exclusion of difference keying function f(DK) and lumi
nance keying function f(LK).
0151 First source frame 901 is received by pixel proces
sor 307 at 1003, whereby the color attributes thereof are sent
to fragment processor 310 at 1004, such that a first array of
displayable pixels 1005 is generated therein and stored in
portion 1001, having been processed as fragments including
the rectangular shape of frame 901 as a three-dimensional
data rasterized by rasterizer 306 and the image components,
e.g. analyst 116 and blue background 117, as its color
attributes. In accordance with the present description, the
contents of temporary buffer 1001 are subsequently looped
back to pixel processor 307 and thus a fragment processor
310 at 1006, whereby said fragment processor 310 generates
the matte 941 of frame 901 and thus draws a corresponding
second array of pixels 1007 in temporary buffer 1001, which
may be understood as the alpha channel-based array of
pixels of array 1005. The replacement background image
frame data 951 is then supplied to pixel processor 307 at
1008 whereby, in a manner similar to source frame data 901,
it is Sent to fragment processor 310 and a third array of pixels
1010 thereof is drawn into temporary buffer 1001. As was
the case for the data path 1006, the contents 1005, 1007 and
1010 of temporary buffer 1001 are looped back at 1111 to
pixel processor 307 and thus eventually to fragment proces
Sor 310, whereby a Subsequent blending function is pro
cessed to composite Said contents into a final output image
frame 1112.

0152 Thus, according to the present invention, the
extraction of the matte 941 from image data 901 is carried
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out by fragment processor 310 within graphics accelerator
206 and chroma-keying is performed within Said accelerator
206, thereby configuring inexpensive image processing SyS
tem 101 with a real-time image compositing processing
capability traditionally reserved to much more expensive,
Specialist apparatus. To achieve this benefit, the chroma

keying function f(CK) is itself configured to process the red,
green, blue and alpha values of each pixel as a low-level
mathematical operation that may be processed by as limited
a processor as fragment processor 310, an example of which
is described further below.

0153 FIG. 11
0154) There are many ways of representing specific col
ors as co-ordinates in three-dimensional Space. The RGB
System is based on how much of each of the three primary
colorS red, green and blue is needed to produce a Specified
color. These values are then considered as co-ordinates in

the RGB cube. Typically, values range either from Zero to
one or from Zero to two hundred and fifty-five. The follow
ing description is based on values in the O.1 range and if
values in the 0,255 are used then they can be normalised
by dividing through by two hundred and fifty-five.
0155 FIG. 11 shows RGB cube 1101. Three-dimen
Sional Space is defined by red R-axis 1102, green G-axis
1103 and blue B-axis 1104. The cube is defined by all points
having values in the range 0,1 on all three axes. Black,
which is the absence of color, is at the origin, while white,
which is the combination of the maximum of all three colors,

is at the point (1,1,1). The primary colors red, green and blue
are at points (1,0,0), (0,1,0) and (0,0,1) respectively, while
the Secondary colors yellow, magenta and cyan are at points
(1,1,0), (1,0,1) and (0,1,1) respectively.
0156 Shades of grey are achieved when the co-ordinates
on all three axes are equal, and thus all greys lie online 1105,
defined as R=G=B, which runs from the black corner to the
white corner.

0157 Point 1106 represents the color of the blue screen
behind the analyst in FIG. 1. It lies at the co-ordinates (0.2,
0.3, 0.8).
0158 Other color systems use the concept of hue, Satu
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is viewed in this way. It is traditionally measured from red,
So that red is at Zero degrees, yellow at Sixty degrees, green
at one hundred and twenty degrees, cyan at one hundred and
eighty degrees, blue at two hundred and forty degrees and
magenta at three hundred degrees.
0162 t will now be clear that rotating a point about line
1105 changes neither the luminance nor the saturation of the
color but only changes the hue. This is known as a hue shift.
For example, point 1106 shown in FIG. 11 is also shown in
FIG. 12. In this view of the RGB cube it is easy to see that
the hue of this color lies between blue and cyan and that the
color is mediumly Saturated. The luminance cannot be
shown since line 1105 extends out of the page. Rotating
point 1106 by the angle shown at 1201 moves it to point
1202, which has the same Saturation and luminance as point
1106 but it is now the bluest that it can be without changing
these values. Perceptually, the color is neither brighter nor
more vivid, but simply a different hue.
0163 FIG. 13
0.164 FIG. 13 illustrates the steps needed to rotate a point
in RGB space around line 1105, ie hue shift the color, by an
angle Y. At step 1301 the point is rotated by 45° about the red
axis and at step 1302 the point is rotated by 35.3 about the
green axis. Twice-rotating line 1105 itself in this way
translates it onto the blue axis and so at step 1303 the point
is rotated by the desired angle Y around the blue axis. The
point is then rotated by -35.3 about the green axis at step
1304 and by -45° about the red axis at step 1305 to return
it to the RGB color-space.
0165 FIG. 14
0166 Rotations around the red, green and blue axes are
well defined and combining these five rotations results in
matrix 1401, called matrix T, as shown in FIG. 14. The

transformation of a pixel C to its corresponding hue-shifted

(transformed) pixel C is therefore defined as C=TC.
0167 FIG. 15
0.168. This idea of changing a color's hue but not its
Saturation or luminance can be used in chroma-keying. If the
talent is filmed against a background of a uniform backing

ration and luminance. For a given color, its luminance value

color, a notion of distance from that color could be intro

is a linear function of its R, G and B values. Thus, black has

duced Such that pixels with colors close to the backing color,
for example those belonging to the blueScreen that have the
exact backing color or a color close to it, or those where the
blueScreen is Seen through a transparent object, are consid
ered to be part of the background for compositing purposes.
Pixels with colors further away from the backing color, i.e.
those making up the talent, are considered to belong to the
foreground. However, it is in practice impossible to have a
backing color of pure blue and it is usually an arbitrary color

the least luminance while white and the primary and Sec
ondary colors have maximum luminance. Roughly, there
fore, increasing a color's luminance in RGB space means
moving it away from black and towards white, in other
words in the direction shown by line 1105.
0159 Saturation is a concept defined by how far a
particular color is from the Shade of grey with equal lumi
nance. The most Saturated colors are the primary and Sec
ondary colors at the corners of the cube, while black, white
and the greys in-between have no Saturation. For example,
point 1106 has a saturation value of 75%. Roughly, there
fore, to increase the Saturation of a Specific color within the
RGB cube it must be moved towards the edges of the cube
and away from line 1105.
0160 FIG. 12
0161 FIG. 12 shows the RGB cube viewed from the
white corner, i.e. down line 1105. The concept of hue is
defined by the rotational position of a color when the cube

close to blue. In order to use Such a notion of distance,

therefore, it would have to be defined between any two
arbitrary points in the RGB cube. Such a distance would be
computationally intensive.
0169. It is possible however to define a distance between
any arbitrary point and a specific point, Such as the point

(0,0,1) that is pure blue with maximum Saturation and

luminance. Equation 1501 shown in FIG. 15 defines such a
distance value p for any pixel C, obtained by Subtracting half
the sum of the red and green values from the blue value. The
higher the distance value, the closer the color is to pure blue.
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However, Since the backing color is never blue, using this

distance causes problems. For example, point 1106 at (0.2,
0.3, 0.8), a typical backing color, is perceptually an obvious
blue. However, it has the same distance value (0.55) as the
point (0.7, 0.2, 1.0) which is magenta. Magenta colors often

result from reflections of the blueScreen onto blonde hair or

fair skin and So the color of a pixel belonging to the talent
could be at the same distance from blue as the backing color.
Using p is clearly, therefore, not appropriate for chroma
keying in its current form.
0170 However, if all the pixels in the source frame are
hue-shifted as described with reference to FIG. 12, Such that

the backing color is as blue as possible, this problem is
resolved. Pixels with the backing color will then be the ones
in the image that are closest to blue. Pixels where the
backing color is Seen through a transparent object will be
relatively close to blue, while the talent, which should
contain none of the backing color, will be a long way from
blue.

0171 n the example, the backing color with co-ordinates
at point 1106 can be hue-shifted to the point (0.25, 0.25,0.8),
which has a distance value of 0.56, by rotating it about line
1105 by 9. Applying the same transformation to the
magenta color gives the point (0.75, 0.2, 0.95). This point
has a distance value of 0.48, which is less than the distance

value of the transformed backing color. The magenta color
is therefore further away from blue than the backing color.
0172 Hence it is possible to hue-shift every pixel in the
Source frame by rotating them about the line 1105 by the
angle necessary to make the backing color as blue as
possible, thus giving, for each Source frame pixel, a corre
sponding transformed pixel. p can then be used on the
hue-shifted pixels to give, for each Source frame pixel, a
distance value measuring how far each corresponding trans
formed pixel is from blue. These distances can then be
compared with the distance of the backing color from blue
to determine which pixels belong to the foreground and
which to the background, thus producing a matte. Depend
ing on the distance value of the corresponding transformed
pixel, a certain proportion of the backing color can then be
Subtracted from each Source frame pixel to color-SuppreSS
the Source frame 901.

0173 This technique not only works when the backing
color is not a uniform blue, but also in those cases when

backing colors of different hues are used. For example, when
filming a Science fiction movie a director may want to Shoot
a blue-skinned alien against a green backing color. Trans
forming the co-ordinate System will move the green backing
color to blue and the blue skin to red. Thus, the backing color
will be considered as close to blue and the talent as a long
way from blue.
0174 FIG. 16
0175 Graph 1601 illustrates how to obtain Y, the angle
through which any color point must be rotated in order to
make the color as blue as possible. Calculating Y for a
Selected pixel in the background therefore gives the neces
Sary hue-shift angle for the Source frame. Referring back to
FIG. 12, it is clear that in order to hue-shift a color without

changing its Saturation or luminance it must be rotated about
line 1105. When rotated, a color has a maximum distance

value when it appears to be Superimposed on the blue axis
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when the RGB cube is viewed from the white corner. As

described with reference to FIG. 13, the rotation is per
formed by moving line 1105 onto the blue axis and then
rotating the point around this line, before returning the
co-ordinate System to its original position.
0176 Graph 1601 shows the RGB co-ordinate system
with the blue axis pointing out of the page towards the
Viewer. Rotation around this axis is now a two-dimensional

problem. Point 1602 is point 1106 having been moved by
steps 1301 and 1302. Angle X is obtained by the inverse tan
function of the value on the green axis divided by the value
on the red axis, as shown by equation 1603, where C
contains the original co-ordinates of point 1106 as in FIG.
15. ), the total measurement from the red axis, is obtained

as shown at 1604. is added to either 21 or L or left
unchanged, according to the quadrant in which the trans
formed point lies. This compensates for the periodic nature
of the tan function.

0177 Line 1605 illustrates the position of pure blue,
which is at 240 from the red axis. Y is therefore obtained by
subtracting angle 2 from 240 as shown by equation 1606.
Note that equations 1604 and 1606 are expressed in terms of
radians although in this description degrees are used to
facilitate understanding. In the current example, using the
point (0.2,0.3, 0.8) as the color of the selected background
pixel, Y is calculated as 9.
0178 FIG. 17
0179 FIG. 17 again shows the RGB cube 1101 and also
shows point 1202, which is point 1106 rotated by 9 about
line 1105, ie the point representing the hue-shifted backing
color.

0180 Comparing point 1202 with point 1106 as shown in
FIG. 11, it can be seen that the point has clearly moved
closer to blue. It will also be noted that the red and green
components of point 1202 are equal. Referring to FIG. 12,
it will be seen intuitively that in order for a point to appear
Superimposed on the blue axis when the RGB cube is viewed
from the white corner, the red and green components must
be equal. Mathematically, it can be shown that when a color
is rotated around line 1105 by such an angle as to maximise
its distance value, the red and green components will always
be equal.
0181 FIG. 18
0182. A pixel belonging to source frame 901 is defined by
a column matrix Cs with four rows, the first three repre
senting the color's components in the RGB cube and the
fourth currently zero. The hue-shifted source frame pixel,
Cs, has been transformed in the above manner by an angle
Y calculated with respect to the color of a Selected back
ground pixel.
0183 The above-described transformation of the source
frame pixels is only necessary to calculate the distance
values of the corresponding transformed pixels. For each
Source frame pixel a transparency value is then calculated
from the distance value, which is multiplied by the compo
nents of the backing color and Subtracted from the compo
nents of the Source frame pixel. This last calculation is in
terms of the original pixels, not their hue-shifted counter
parts, and they would therefore need to be transformed back
to their original positions.
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0184) Equation 1801 therefore defines, for a source frame
pixel Cs, a shifted distance value Ö. This is the distance value
of the corresponding transformed pixel Cs. Half the red and
green components of the shifted color are Subtracted from
the blue component of the shifted color. For any pixel in the
Source frame, therefore, the shifted distance value Ö is equal
to the distance value p of the corresponding transformed
pixel. Using the identity Cs'=TC, it can be shown that Ö is
defined as in equation 1802, as follows.
0185. Cos of Y is added to the square root of 3 multiplied
by sin of Y. This is halved, negatived and multiplied by the
original red components of the pixel. CoS of Y is then
subtracted from the square root of 3 multiplied by sin of Y.
This is then halved and multiplied by the original green
component of the pixel. The original blue component of the
pixel is multiplied by coS of Y. These three products are then
Summed. Thus the shifted distance value 8 of a pixel
describes how close its hue-shifted point Cs" is to blue, but
is calculated with respect to its original values Cs. Note that
8 varies only with the color of the pixel. Y, the amount by
which the Source frame pixels are hue-shifted, is obtained
from the Selected background pixel and is the same for every
pixel in the Source frame.
0186 FIGS. 19A and 19B
0187 FIGS. 19A and 19B illustrate the idea of the p
distance within the RGB cube. FIG. 19A illustrates RGB

cube 1101 containing plane 1901. Plane 1901 is defined by
all points having a distance value of Zero. AS can be seen, p
is not a simple measurement in space, since, for example,

using Euclidean geometry the point (0,0,0) is at a distance of
one from blue, whereas the point (1,1,1) is at a distance of
root 2 from blue, but both have the same distance value of

Zero. The p distance is a more intuitive distance, Since black,

white, all greys in between, the fuschia color at (1,0,

i
0188 ) and the aqua color at (0,1,

i
0189 ), which are all on plane 1901, are at a 6 distance

of one from blue.

0.190 FIG. 19B illustrates the two planes 1902 and 1903,
which are defined by all colors having distance values of one
half and minus one half respectively. It can be seen that
according to the p distance, cyan, magenta and the Saturated

blue with low luminance at (0,0,

i
0191 ) are all at a distance of one half from blue. Red,

green and the mediumly-Saturated yellow with high lumi

nance at (1,1,
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l
0192 ) are all at a distance of one and a half from blue.
0193 Therefore, using the p distance, cyan and magenta

are relatively close to blue, grey, bright pink and greeny-blue
are further away and red, green and yellow are furthest away.
0194 The RGB cube can therefore be thought of as being
composed of an infinite number of planes, each being
defined by a different distance value. By picking any two of
these planes a color-space polygon can be defined using the
edges of the RGB cube. Traditionally, defining polygons in
color-Space is a complicated procedure, requiring many
vertices to be defined. The method herein described allows

a polygon to be defined by Simply identifying two values of
O.

0195) It will be clear to anyone skilled in the art that if
required the function defining the p distance can be altered
to use red or green as the color to be measured from, instead
of blue. Additionally, different functions could be developed
allowing, for example, Secondary colors to be used.
0196) FIG. 20
0.197 Distance values, may therefore be used to color
suppress source frame 901. This means removing the back
ing color and making it black Such that when the color
Suppressed frame is composited with a replacement
background frame 951 the background shows through where
the backing color 117 was before. However, a transparency
or opacity mask must be defined to decide firstly which parts
of the source frame 901 should be color-suppressed and
Secondly to decide, in the final composited image, for any
pixel position whether the color values should be taken from
the color-Suppressed Source frame or from the replacement
background frame 951.
0198 A transparency value, which is equal to the opacity
value C. Subtracted from one, basically measures how far it
is from the color of a Source frame pixel to the color of a
Selected background pixel but obtaining Such values is
computationally expensive. However, if all the pixels are
hue-shifted this measurement remains the same but can be
evaluated in terms of the difference between the shifted

distance value of the background pixel and the shifted
distance value of a Source frame pixel. For any Source frame
pixel, therefore, a transparency value can be calculated that
is a function of its shifted distance value, ie the distance

value of the corresponding transformed pixel.
0199 For any source frame pixel, a very simple trans
parency value could be set to one if the shifted distance
value of the pixel equalled or exceeded the shifted distance
value of the Selected background pixel and to Zero if not.
However, this would only work with source frames having
very well-defined foreground imageS. In practice a Softness
region is required where the foreground and replacement
background images are merged slightly to create a natural
looking join. To achieve this transparency values must be
between Zero and one. A transparency value 0, is therefore
defined as shown by equation 2001.
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0200 Firstly an upper thresholdt is defined as the shifted
distance value of the backing color, Ök. A Softness value O
is defined between Zero and one, and a lower threshold for

0 is then defined as t multiplied by one minus O, as shown
by equation 2002. For any source frame pixel, 0 is then
defined as the lower threshold Subtracted from the shifted

distance value of that pixel, all divided by the lower thresh
old subtracted from the upper threshold, which simplifies to
O multiplied by t. The value of 0 is clamped such that values
below zero are Set to Zero, whereas values above one are Set
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0209 FIG.22
0210 FIG. 22 illustrates how planes 2101 and 2102
define a polygon 2201, using the faces of the RGB cube to
form the remaining Sides. Thus pixels with a shifted distance
value of above 0.56 are completely color-Suppressed, pixels
with a shifted distance value of below 0.22 are unaltered and

pixels within the polygon 2201 are in the Softness region.
The transparency value increases linearly from the back face
formed by plane 2102 to the front face formed by plane

to one. This function is shown at 2003.

2101.

0201 is a transparency value for each pixel and is used to
obtain the color-Suppressed red, green and blue values for
each pixel. If the transparency value of a particular pixel is
Zero, the pixel is opaque. Its color-Suppressed color will be
the same as its original color, and in the final compositing
that color will be shown at that position. If the transparency
value of pixel is one then it is transparent. It therefore
belongs to the backing color, and its color is fully Suppressed
to black, in order to allow the replacement background to
show through in the final composited image.
0202 Pixels which have transparency values of between
Zero and one are in the Softness region. Source frame pixels
in this region have a certain amount, dependent on 0, of the
backing color Subtracted from their color to give the color
Suppressed pixel color. In the final compositing the same
amount of the color of the replacement background pixel in
the same position is added in.
0203 Thus, when the picture is composited, pixels with
a transparency value of Zero will show only the color
Suppressed foreground, pictures with a transparency value of
one will show only the replacement background image,
while pixels in the Softness region will contain a blend of
both. This has the effect of softening the line around the
talent in addition to allowing Semi-transparent objects to be
composited correctly
0204. The softness value O is adjusted to increase or
decrease the size of the Softness region. If O is equal to Zero,
there is no Softness region at all and Source frame pixels are
either unaltered or the whole of the backing color is sub
tracted. If O is equal to one, the Softness region is as large
as possible. This means that all pixels having shifted dis
tance values between Zero and the upper threshold t will be
considered as being in the Softness region. Pixels with
negative values of 8 will always be left unaltered in the
destination foreground, no matter how large O is made. This
is because the lower threshold for 0 will always be positive
Since O and T are positive.
0205 Graph 2004 illustrates how the transparency value
is changed when O is altered. The Softness region is indi
cated by the distance between the lower threshold and the
upper threshold, and graph 2004 shows that a larger value of
O increases the size of the Softness region.
0206 FIG. 21
0207 FIG. 21 shows the threshold and softness planes
used to color-suppress the analyst shown in FIG. 1. Since

0211 FIG. 23
0212. The equation for 0 can be rewritten as equation
2301, defined as the shifted distance value 8 divided by both
O and T, all added to 1 minus the reciprocal of O. Since this
is in terms of 8, equation 1802, defining 8, can be substituted
in as shown at equation 2302. A matrix C can thus be
defined for each pixel in a Source frame. It contains the
pixel’s original RGB components from the matrix Cs, along
with a 0 value giving the transparency of the pixel. It is
obtained by multiplying the original pixel values by matrix
Mo, which is a 4x4 matrix containing the identity matrix in
the first three rows and the definition of 0, as given by
equation 2302, in the fourth row. Variables x, y and Z are
used to Simplify the equation, where X is equal to coS of Y
plus root 3 multiplied by Sin of Y, y is equal to coS of Y minus
root 3 multiplied by Sin of Y, and Z is equal to coS of Y. Thus,
Ce=MC as shown at 2303.
0213 FIG. 24
0214) The well known compositing equation is given at
2401. This States that for any pixel in a composited image,
its color is given by the color of the color-Suppressed Source
frame pixel in that position plus the color of the replacement
background frame pixel in that position multiplied by 1
minus the opacity value of the Source frame pixel. The
color-Suppressed Source frame is that having the foreground
image, in this case analyst 116, against a black background
instead of the original background 117.
0215. In this case, since the analyst 116 is shot against a
nearly uniform backing color 117, it is a reasonable approxi
mation to say that matrix C is the result of the color
Suppressed Source frame being composited with a replace
ment background image comprising only the uniform
backing color. Also, 1 minus the opacity value of the Source
frame pixel is the transparency value. Thus, as shown at
equation 2402, C is allowed to be equal to the color of the
Source frame pixel in that position plus the transparency
multiplied by the backing color.
0216 Rearranging this gives equation 2403, which
defines the color-Suppressed Source frame pixel in a particu
lar position as the transparency value of the pixel 0 multi
plied by the backing color Cs, all Subtracted from C. Since
Ce, 0 and C are all known, the color-Suppressed Source
frame C can be obtained. This can then be input into
equation 2401, along with an additional frame as a replace
ment background, to give a final composited pixel value for
every pixel in the image.
0217. Hence each pixel is color-suppressed by subtract
ing its transparency value 0 multiplied by the backing color
from its original colors. This is shown by equation 2404,
which can be written as a column matrix having the follow

the backing color is (0.2,0.3, 0.8) the upper threshold t is
0.56. Plane 2101 is defined by all points in the RGB cube
having a distance value of 0.56.
0208. The user has set the O value to be 0.6, and this sets
the lower threshold for 0 to 0.22. Plane 2102 is defined by
all points in the RGB cube having a distance value of 0.22.
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ing entries: 0 multiplied by the red component of the
backing color Subtracted from the red component of the
Source frame pixel, 0 multiplied by the green component of
the backing color Subtracted from the green component of
the Source frame pixel, 6 multiplied by the blue component
of the backing color Subtracted from the blue component of
the Source frame pixel, and 0. This is shown by equation
2405.

0218. The matrix C can therefore be defined as the

product of matrices Mk and Co added to matrix Mk, as
shown by equation 2405. Matrix M is a 4x4 matrix having
as its first three columns the identity matrix and whose

fourth columnis-Cs. Matrix Mk is a column vector whose
first three rows are Zero and fourth is one.

0219 FIG. 25
0220 Suppressing the backing color of a frame is the
most crucial Step in chroma-keying. However when filming
against a blueScreen, blue light often reflects onto light
portions of talent, particularly the skin and blonde hair. This
is normally removed by a process known as flare-Suppres
Sion. Parts of the talent in the foreground image have Some
of the blue Suppressed to produce a flare-Suppressed Source
frame.

0221) Like chroma-keying, traditional flare-Suppression
algorithms are complicated and cannot be implemented
using 4x4 matrices. Typically the process involves calculat
ing, for each component in the backing color, a compensat
ing value which should be added on in order to send the
backing color to a grey of equal luminance. Calculating
these compensating values is usually difficult. Again the
backing color C is hue-shifted to C in order to make the
computation easier. The transformed backing color has the
Same luminance as the original backing color and therefore
removing the Saturation from either results in exactly the
Same Shade of grey.
0222 Greys occur when all three components are equal,
and so equation 2501 stipulates that C. plus a first amount

A must equal C. plus a second amount A, which must
equal C. plus a third amount A. Equation 2502, which
Stipulates that the Sum of the three amounts must be equal to
Zero, ensures that the resulting grey has the same luminance

as the backing color. Clearly, therefore, at least one of A, A,

or A must be negative.
0223) If these equations can be solved and a mask pro
duced that shows only the parts of the talent that needs
flare-Suppressing then flare-Suppression is then a relatively
Simple matter, but the two equations have three variables to
solve for which normally makes the solution difficult. How
ever, the result of the hue-shift, as discussed with reference

to FIG. 17, is to make the red and green components of the
transformed backing color equal. Thus, as shown at equation

2503, A, is equal to A. There are now three equations to

Solve the three variables, and this is a simple task resulting
in the Solutions shown at 2504, which are that the first and

second amounts, A, and A, are equal to a third of the

threshold value T, while the third amount A, is equal to
minus two thirds of the threshold value t. These simple
variables can be easily implemented using 4x4 matrices.
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0224 FIG. 26
0225. The flare-suppression however should not be
applied to the entire image. Only parts of the talent which are
bluer than they should be are to be flare-suppressed. There
fore, a mask must be defined, Similar to the color-Suppres
Sion mask defined by the transparency values 0. Such a mask
is defined by the flare value B in FIG. 26. The user specifies
a flare-Suppression value, p, in addition to the Softness value
O. The upper threshold for B is t, as with 0, and the lower
threshold is p subtracted from t multiplied by 1 minus (p
multiplied by 1 minus O. These thresholds are shown by
equations 2601 and 2602.
0226 For any pixel, its flare value is defined by the lower
threshold Subtracted from its shifted distance value Ö, all

divided by the lower threshold subtracted from the upper
threshold, with the result clamped between Zero and one as
shown by equation 2603. Graph 2604 illustrates the flare
Suppression region where 6 values are between the lower
threshold and the upper threshold. It illustrates how the
greater the value of (p, the larger the flare-Suppression region.
Note that, unlike the Softness region, the flare-Suppression
region can extend into negative values of 6. The definition
of the lower threshold for the flare values ensures that it will

always be less than (or equal to, if the flare-Suppression
value p is set to Zero) the lower threshold for the transpar

ency values.
0227 FIG. 27
0228. The lower threshold for B defines another plane in
the RGB cube. FIG.27 shows, in the current example, plane
2101 given by upper thresholdt and plane 2102 given by the
lower threshold for 0, both as shown in FIG. 21, and also

shows plane 2701 which is that given by the lower threshold
for B. The user has set a (p value of 0.4, which yields a lower
bound for B of -0.27, and pixels with 8 values of -0.27 are
on plane 2701.
0229 FIG. 28
0230. The polygon created by the three planes 2101,
2102 and 2701 is shown in FIG. 28. For all pixels having
hue-shifted colors outside the polygon on the blue Side, 0
and B are both equal to one. These are pixels that belong to
the backing color. Pixels with hue-shifted colors falling in
the first area of the polygon 2201, that defined between plane
2101 and plane 2102, have both transparency and flare
values between Zero and one. These pixels fall within both
the Softness region and the flare-Suppression region. Pixels
whose hue-shifted colors fall within polygon 2802, defined
between plane 2101 and plane 2701, have zero transparency
values but flare values between Zero and one. These pixels
are not in the Softness region but are in the flare-Suppression
region. Transformed pixels with colors outside the polygon
on the green/red Side of the cube have both transparency and
flare values Set to Zero. These pixels belong to areas of the
analyst which neither belong to the Softness region nor
should be flare-Suppressed.
0231 FIG. 29
0232. As for 0, B is defined in terms of the shifted
distance value Ö as shown by equation 2901. B can be written

as the lower bound off, L. divided by Le Subtracted from
T, all subtracted from 8 divided by Le subtracted from t.
Matrix C, which contains a pixel’s source red, green and

blue component values plus a flare value B, is defined as
shown by equation 2902. This is a 4x4 matrix that has as its
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first three rows of the identity matrix and as its last row
equation 2901 combined with equation 1802 that defines 6.

This matrix is called Me, and So C is defined as Me

multiplied by Cs.
0233 FIG. 30
0234 For each source frame pixel color component, the

amounts A, A and A, must be multiplied by its flare value

before being added on to its red, green and blue hue-shifted
components respectively. Thus, for example, to obtain the
flare-Suppressed red component of a pixel its flare value is
multiplied by A and the result is added on to its hue-shifted
red component Cs. This is shown by equation 3001, where

a matrix MA is multiplied by a matrix C. Matrix MA has as

its first three columns the 4x4 identity matrix and in its last

column it has the amounts that must be added on to each of

the components for flare-Suppression, ie A, A and A.
C contains the hue-shifted color components of the pixel

together with the pixel’s flare value B. This gives a matrix

C, which contains the flare-Suppressed pixel color com

ponents and the pixel’s B value.
0235 However, these amounts are the amounts that are
added onto the transformed backing color, and the actual
compensating values should be those necessary to Send the
original backing color to grey. In order to obtain these it is
recalled that Cs equals TCs as shown by equation 3002.
Each side of equation 3001 is then multiplied by the inverse

of T, as shown by equation 3003. Since TT is equal to one,
this gives the definition of C, which is in terms of the
original pixel components, as C. multiplied by matrix R
multiplied by matrix MA multiplied by matrix T', as shown

by equation 3004.

0236. It can be shown that the matrix TMAT can be
written as matrix M as shown by equation 3005. Matrix M

has as its first three columns the 4x4 identity matrix, while
its fourth column contains the three compensating values
and one. The first compensating value is A multiplied by X,

the second compensating value is A multiplied by y, and the

third compensating value is A multiplied by Z, where X, y
and Z are as defined in FIG. 23.

0237 FIG. 31

0238 For any pixel in source frame 901, matrix C.

contains the flare-Suppressed red, green and blue values plus
the flare value B. However, once flare Suppression has taken
place flare values are no longer necessary and transparency
values are needed in order to carry out the color Suppression.
Equation 3101 defines the transparency value 0 in terms of
B, which is obtained by eliminating 6. 0 is equal to the upper
threshold t minus the lower threshold for B divided by both
O and T, Subtracted from one, and all added to B multiplied
by the upper threshold t minus the lower threshold of B
divided by both O and t. This is substituted into equation

3005 to give equation 3102, which defines matrix C. This

matrix contains, for any pixel, its flare-Suppressed red, green
and blue components along with its transparency value. It is

obtained by multiplying matrix C by a matrix M^ and
adding the result to matrix M. Matrix M^ is identical to
matrix M except that the bottom right value is not one but
the upper thresholdt minus the lower threshold of B divided

by both O and T. Matrix M. is a column vector whose first

three values are Zero and last value is the upper threshold T
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minus the lower threshold of B divided by both O and t, all

Subtracted from one. Thus, at this stage, the matrix C.

contains the already flare-Suppressed color components and
a 0 value that can be used to perform color Suppression.
0239 FIG. 32
0240 Referring back now to FIG. 24, the matrix trans
formations for color Suppression are given by equation
2406. If flare Suppression has already taken place then a
proportion of the backing color will have already been
Subtracted from pixels that are to be color-Suppressed, since
the color-Suppression region falls completely within the
flare-Suppression region. This proportion is equal, for each
component, to the flare value multiplied by the compensat

ing value for that component. Replacing Co with Co (which
positing matrix Mk with matrix M^ to give matrix Mk.
contains the flare-Suppressed pixel color values) and com

as shown in equation 3201, color-Suppresses, according to
the mask defined by the transparency values, the already
flare-Suppressed Source frame.
0241 FIG.33
0242 Graph 3301 plots transparency values 0 and flare
values B against Shifted distance valueS 8. For values

between -1 and L, the lower threshold for f3, both 0 and B

are Zero. Pixels with shifted distance values failing into this
region are neither flare-Suppressed nor color-Suppressed and
therefore belong to areas of the analyst that do not need
correcting.

0243 Pixels with shifted distance values between the

lower bound for B, L, and the lower bound for 0, Lo, have

Zero transparency values but flare values between Zero and
one. These pixels are not color-Suppressed but are flare
Suppressed and therefore belong to areas of the analyst that
have blue reflections but are not in the Softness region.
0244 Pixels with shifted distance values between L and
the upper threshold t have both transparency and flare
values between Zero and one. These pixels fall into the
Softness region on the edge of the analyst and also require
flare suppression. Pixels with shifted distance values
between the upper threshold t and 1 have both transparency
and flare values of one. These pixels are fully color-Sup
pressed and flare-Suppressed and in the fully Suppressed
Source frame will be black or very close to black. These are
pixels that have the backing color.
0245 FIG. 34
0246 FIG. 34 details the effect of the color-suppression
and flare-Suppression in terms of the final image, which is a

blending of the fully Suppressed (ie flare-Suppressed and
color-suppressed) source frame 901 with a certain amount of
the replacement background frame 951, determined by the
transparency values 0. Equation 3401 gives, as an example,
the final value of the red component of a pixel after being
flare-Suppressed, color-Suppressed and composited with a
pixel from the replacement background frame in the same
position. For any pixel, its final red component C is equal
to the fully Suppressed Source frame red component C.
added to the replacement background frame red component
C. multiplied by, 1 minus the opacity C. The fully Sup
pressed Source frame red component C is obtained from
equation 3201 with equation 3102 substituted in, and is 0
multiplied by the red component of the backing color C.
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Subtracted from the red component of the Source frame pixel

Cs, all added to a third of t multiplied by X (the first
compensating value) multiplied by 0 Subtracted from f.

Substituting this into the compositing equation and replac
ing 1 minus C. by 0 gives equation 3401.
0247 A pixel with both 0 and B equal to zero belongs to
the foreground image, ie analyst 116, and does not require
any Sort of color correction. Therefore the final composited
red component C. Simply equals the original Source frame
red component Cs. Since the opacity of this pixel is one
none of the background image is added, and Since its flare
value is Zero it is not flare-Suppressed. This is shown at
equation 3402.
0248 If a pixel has a transparency value of Zero but a
flare value between Zero and one it belongs to a part of the
analyst 116 that contains blue spill but does not belong to the
Softness region. The opacity of a pixel in this area is one and
So the background image does not show through. AS shown
by equation 3403, the fully Suppressed red component C.
is therefore equal to the Source red component Cs added to
a third of B multiplied by T. multiplied by X. It will be recalled
that a third of t multiplied by X is the first compensating
value that must be added on to the red component of the
backing color during the process of Sending the backing
color to grey. In the flare-Suppressed regions a proportion,
given by B, of this amount is added to the red component.
Since B increases the more blue the pixel is, this controls
how much flare-Suppression is applied to each pixel.

0249 Pixels that have both B and 0 values between Zero

and one belong to the Softness region of analyst 116. The
final composited red component C in this region is that
given by equation 3401. Since the pixel is in the softness
region the final color should be a mixture of the Source frame
pixel color and the replacement frame pixel color, but it
should also be flare-Suppressed. Therefore a Smaller propor
tion of the first compensating value is added than for pixels
not in the Softness region, the proportion being given by 0
Subtracted from B. A proportion, given by 0, of the backing
color red component C is Subtracted and the same amount
of the red component C of the replacement background
pixel at that position is then added on.
0250 Pixels that have both B and 0 equal to one belong
to the background 117 and have the backing color or a color
very close to it. Here the compensating value is cancelled
out and So the fully Suppressed red component C is given
by the backing color red component C. Subtracted from the
Source frame red component Cs, the result of which is
approximately equal to Zero. Similarly, the fully Suppressed
green and blue components are approximately equal to Zero.
The fully Suppressed color C for these pixels is therefore
black. Since these pixels have an opacity of Zero the
background image shows through completely. In the final
image, therefore, the colors of these pixels are equal or very
close to the colors of the corresponding pixels of the
replacement background frame 951.
0251 FIG. 35
0252 FIG. 35 shows the three calculations that must be

performed to fully Suppress (ie color-Suppress and flare
Suppress) a Source frame. Firstly, as shown by equation

3501, the source foreground pixel Cs is multiplied by matrix

M (defined in FIG. 29). The values are then clamped
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between Zero and one. This gives the flare-Suppression mask
provided by the flare values B. The color components of the
pixel are unchanged at this point.
0253) Secondly, as shown by equation 3502, the result of
3501 is multiplied by the matrix M^ and added to matrix

M (both defined in FIG. 31). The values are then clamped

between Zero and one. This gives the flare-Suppressed red,
green and blue components as determined by the flare
Suppression mask, and also gives the color-Suppression
mask provided by the transparency values 0. At this point,
therefore, the output is the flare-Suppressed pixels of the
Source frame and the transparency mask.
0254. Thirdly, as shown by equation 3503, the result of

3502 is multiplied by matrix Mk and added to matrix Mk.

(both defined in FIG. 24). The values are then clamped

between Zero and one. This color-Suppresses the red, green
and blue components according to the color-Suppression
mask, and also gives an opacity value C, which is equal to
1 minus 0. The output at this stage is the fully Suppressed
Source frame with a matte provided by the opacity values.
0255 The opacity value is then used to blend the fully
Suppressed Source frame, comprising only the foreground of
analyst 116 over a black background, with the replacement
background frame 951, as described in FIG. 34. The trans
parency mask given by 0 can be kept instead of the opacity
mask C. but most compositing Software uses opacity values.
Alternatively, the fully Suppressed Source frame matrix C.
can be split into two matrices, one containing only the color
values and the other containing only the opacity value.
These matrices can then be used to blend the foreground and
background as described with reference to FIG. 9.
0256 FIG. 36
0257. It is possible to perform the color-suppression and
the flare-Suppression Separately. Firstly, letting (pbe equal to
Zero makes all the pixels B and 0 values equal. Referring
back to FIG. 34 it will be seen that this eliminates the

flare-Suppression. However, the two processes may also be
completely separated. FIG. 36 shows the calculations nec
essary to perform only color Suppression. Firstly, as shown
by equation 3601, the Source foreground pixel Cs is multi

plied by matrix Me (defined in FIG. 23). The values are then

clamped between Zero and one. This gives the color-Sup
pression mask provided by the transparency values but at
this stage the color components of the pixel are unchanged.
0258 Secondly, as shown by equation 3602, the result of

equation 3601 is multiplied by matrix Mk and added to
matrix M. (both defined in FIG. 24). The values are then

clamped between Zero and one. This color-Suppresses the
Source foreground according to the color-Suppression mask
and also gives an opacity value C. The output is therefore
only color-Suppressed and not flare-Suppressed and also
contains a matte given by the opacity values.
0259 FIG. 37
0260 FIG. 37 shows the calculations necessary to per
form only flare Suppression. Firstly, as shown by equation

3701, the source frame pixel Cs is multiplied by matrix M

(defined in FIG. 29). The values are then clamped between

Zero and one. This gives the flare-Suppression mask pro
vided by the flare values. The color components of the pixel
are unchanged at this point.
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0261 Secondly, as shown by equation 3702, the result of

equation 3701 is multiplied by matrix M. and added to

matrix MP. Matrix M. is identical to matrix MA (defined

in FIG.31) except that the fourth value of the fourth column
is negative, as shown by identity 3703. Matrix MP is

identical to matrix M. (defined in FIG.31) except that the

fourth value is t minus the lower threshold for B, all divided
by both O and t, as shown by identity 3704. The results are
then clamped between Zero and one. This flare-Suppresses
the Source frame according to the flare-Suppression mask,
and also provides an opacity value C.
0262 The flare-suppressed frame output by this process
will have a near-uniform grey background. It cannot be
immediately composited with a background image using the
compositing equation given here but the output includes
opacity values and So the frame may be used with another
compositing technique.
0263 FIG. 38
0264. Returning to the implementation of the composit
ing on a graphics accelerator, the calculations shown in
FIGS. 35 to 37 are converted into functions and are imple
mented in fragment processor 310. However first the user
must interact with the application. Referring back to FIG. 4,
the user chooses the keying method at step 405. He can
choose between difference keying, luminance keying, full
chroma-keying, color Suppression only or flare Suppression
only. Difference keying and luminance keying have already
been described with reference to FIG.8. For any of the types
of chroma-keying, the parameters are initialised as follows.

The backing color is assumed to be pure blue at (0,0,1) and
the threshold value T is therefore set at one. The Softness

value O and/or the flare-Suppression value (p are both Set to
Zero, depending on the type of Suppression chosen.
0265 A source frame 901 is received at step 406 and at
step 407 the keying application is interacted with. This is
detailed in FIG. 38. At step 3801 a question is asked as to
whether the user has changed any of the parameters. If this
question is answered in the negative then control is directed
to step 408. However, if it is answered in the affirmative then
at step 3802 a question is asked as to whether the user has
changed the backing color. The user may do this either by
Selecting a pixel in the Source foreground image or by
altering the RGB values as shown in FIG. 7 It is also
contemplated that the backing color may be automatically
Selected by the application. If this question is answered in
the affirmative the hue-compensation angle Y for that back
ing color is calculated at step 3803 and at step 3804 the
upper threshold t is calculated. T is re-calculated when the
backing color changes but can then be altered by the user if
required.
0266. At this point, and if the question asked at step 3802
is answered in the negative, meaning that only the param
eters O, T or p have been changed, then at step 3805 the
variables used in the various matrices are calculated based

on the backing color and the parameters Y, O, T and (p.
0267 Control then proceeds to step 408 when the source
frame 901 is sent as a texture to the GPU along with the
variables identified at step 3805.
0268 FIG. 39
0269. A standard graphics card is used to perform
chroma-keying by inputting the Source frames as textures
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and asSociating them with certain functions. StepS carried
out by a fragment processor are shown in Figure H. For each
fragment the appropriate function is identified at Step H1 by
reading the fragment header, and the fragment is processed
at step H5. FIGS. 39 to 44 therefore show functions carried
out by the fragment processor at Step H5.
0270. When the user has selected full chroma-keying the
fragment processor carries out the calculations identified in
FIG. 35 by performing three passes. FIG. 39 shows the
function carried out in the first of these passes. At step 3901

a source frame pixel Cs is multiplied by matrix M and at

step 3902 the resultant values are clamped between Zero and
one. Returning to FiG. H., the pixel is then drawn in the
frame buffer at step H6 and the fragment is copied to the
texture processor at Step H8, Since this function calls for a
reprocess. Once all pixels have been processed in this way
the new texture, comprising the processed fragments, is
input back into the fragment processor to be processed as
shown in FIG. 40.

0271 FIG. 40
0272 FIG. 40 illustrates the second function carried out
by the fragment processor. At step 4001 the clamped matrix

C is multiplied by the matrix M^. At step 4002 the result
of step 4001 is added to matrix M. At step 4003 the
resultant values are clamped between Zero and one. Once all
pixels have been processed in this way the new texture is
input back into the fragment processor to be processed as
shown in FIG. 41.

0273 FIG. 41

0274) At step 4101 the clamped matrix C is multiplied
by matrix Mk. At step 4102 the resultant values are added
to matrix Mk. At step 4103 the resultant values are clamped
between Zero and one. Once all pixels have been processed
in this way they are written to the frame buffer. In this case
the function does not call for a reprocess. The fully Sup
pressed source frame is therefore left in the frame buffer to
be blended with the replacement background image. Alter
natively, it can be split into two layers, one containing the
color information and one containing the matte information,
before blending.
0275. In some more advanced fragment processors it is
possible to perform all three Steps in a single pass. In that
case the three functions shown in FIG. 35 are combined into

a single function which does not call for a reprocess.
0276) FIG. 42
0277 If the user has selected only flare suppression the
fragment processor carries out the calculations identified in
FIG. 36 by performing two passes. The function carried out
at the first pass is the same as that shown in FIG. 39. FIG.
42 shows the function carried out in the second of these
passes.

0278). At step 42.01 the clamped matrix C obtained on

the first pass is multiplied by matrix M. At step 4202 the
resultant values are added to matrix M.P. At step 4203 the

resultant values are clamped between Zero and one. Once all
pixels have been processed in this way they are written to the
frame buffer to be processed further in some way.
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0279) FIG. 43
0280) If the user has selected only color suppression the
fragment processor carries out the calculations identified in
FIG. 37 by performing two passes. FIG. 43 shows the
function carried out in the first of these passes.
0281 At step 4301 the source frame pixel Cs is multi
plied by matrix Me. At step 4302 the resultant values are
clamped between Zero and one. Once all pixels have been
processed in this way the new texture is input back into the
fragment processor to be processed as shown in FIG. 44.
0282 FIG. 44
0283 At step 4401 the clamped matrix C is multiplied

by matrix Mk. At step 4401 the resultant values are added
to matrix Mk. At step 44.03 the resultant values are clamped
between Zero and one. Once all pixels have been processed
in this way they are written to the frame buffer, either as a
Single layer or as two layers, foreground and matte, to be
blended with the background image.
0284 FIG. 45
0285). With reference to the description to FIG. 1, an aim
of the processing application 504 according to the present
invention is to facilitate the generation of a matte from a
Source frame 901 to composite a portion of said frame,
defined as a foreground image, with a replacement back
ground 951. A typical application for which the compositing
function of the present invention is provided, is shown in
FIG. 45, including a dynamic internet page configured with
a webcasting portion displayed within an internet browser.
0286 A VDU 4501 is shown and displays the GUI 4502
of a computer's operating System, comparable in purposes
and functionality to operating system 501. Said GUI 4502
includes a plurality of user-actionable widgets 4503, repre
Senting Standard operating System tasks. A Second GUI 804
of an internet browserS comparable in purposes and func
tionality to browser 502 is shown overlaid on GUI 4502 and
features a plurality of conventional browser tasks widgets,
including a “go to my home page' widget 4505, a “stop
navigation' widget 4506 and navigation widgets 807. In the
example, the browser 4504 displays an active Server page

(ASP) 4508 broadcast over the internet 108 by the financial

website described in FIG. 1.

0287. Accordingly, ASP 4508 features financial informa
tion in different formats, which include for instance a bar

chart 4509, pie charts 4510 and a statistical comparison chart
portion 4511. In the example, charts 4509, 4510 and statis
tical data in portion 4511 are updated in real-time from
various stockmarkets around the world. Analyst 116 shown
in FIG. 1 is commissioned to comment the financial infor

mation described above in real-time also and is optionally
identified by name shown at 4512. In an alternative embodi
ment of the present invention, a plurality of analysts are
Similarly commissioned around the World to Simultaneously
provide the same real-time commenting, for instance in their
respective natural tongue, and are thus Selectively broadcast
over the internet to various geographical areas but compos
ited over the same background, i.e. ASP4508. In yet another
alternative embodiment the background may be a two
dimensional representation of a three-dimensional "virtual
ss
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0288. In the figure, analyst 116 is shown partially over
laying bar chart 4509. The reason for this partial obstruction
is that analyst 116 is captured against the blue background
117, wherein in the final composited frame analyst 116
constitutes the foreground image and the blueScreen 117
constitutes the backing color keyed out and replaced with
ASP 4508 according to the present invention.
1. Apparatus for processing image data, comprising Stor
age means for Storing image data, memory means for Storing
Said image data and instructions, processing means for
processing Said instructions and further comprising graphics
processing means equipped with at least one frame buffer,
wherein Said instructions are processed by Said processing
means to configure Said graphics processing means to per
form the steps of
defining Said image data as at least one image texture to
be applied to at least one polygon;
processing Said image texture to generate corresponding
texture elements defining a matte thereof, and
drawing Said texture elements in Said frame buffer.
2. Apparatus for processing image data according to claim
1, wherein Said graphics processing means is a graphics
accelerator I/O card.

3. Apparatus for processing image data according to claim
1, wherein Said graphics processing means is the fragment
processor of a graphics accelerator card.
4. Apparatus for processing image data according to claim
1, wherein said frame buffer is configured with an addres
Sable random acceSS memory, whereby Said addressable
random access memory is configurable by Said instructions
in a displayable portion and a temporary accumulating
portion.
5. Apparatus for processing image data according to claim
1, wherein Said image data is a digitised image frame.
6. Apparatus for processing image data according to claim
5, wherein Said Step of defining Said image data further
comprises the Steps of defining the outline of Said digitised
image frame as Said polygon and defining the image
depicted in Said digitised image frame as Said image texture.
7. Apparatus for processing image data according to claim
6, wherein Said image texture preferably includes a highly
Saturated color, Such as blue or green.
8. Apparatus for processing image data according to claim
7, wherein Said Step of processing Said image texture further
comprises processing the respective RGBA color compo
nent values of the pixels thereof, whereby the pixels respec
tively defining Said highly-Saturated color are keyed out.
9. Apparatus for processing image data according to claim
1, wherein Said Step of drawing Said texture elements in Said
frame buffer comprises multiple rendering passes.
10. Apparatus for processing image data according to
claim 9, wherein at least one of Said passes blends Said
texture elements.

11. A method of processing image data, comprising image
data Stored in Storage means or memory means, instructions
Stored in Said memory means defining processing to be
performed upon Said image data by graphics processing
means equipped with at least one frame buffer, wherein Said
method comprises the Steps of
configuring Said graphics processing means according to
Said instructions,
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in Said graphics processing means, defining Said image
data as at least one image texture to be applied to at
least one polygon;
in Said graphics processing means, processing Said image
texture to generate corresponding texture elements
defining a matte thereof, and
drawing Said texture elements in Said frame buffer.
12. A method of processing image data according to claim
11, wherein Said graphics processing means is a graphics
accelerator I/O card.

13. A method of processing image data according to claim
11, wherein Said graphics processing means is the fragment
processor of a graphics accelerator card.
14. A method of processing image data according to claim
11, wherein Said frame buffer is configured with an addres
Sable random acceSS memory, whereby Said addressable
random acceSS memory is configurable by Said instructions
in a displayable portion and a temporary accumulating
portion.
15. A method of processing image data according to claim
11, wherein Said image data is a digitised image frame.
16. A method of processing image data according to claim
15, wherein Said Step of defining Said image data further
comprises the Steps of defining the outline of Said digitised
image frame as Said polygon and defining the image
depicted in Said digitised image frame as Said image texture.
17. A method of processing image data according to claim
16, wherein Said image texture preferably includes a highly
Saturated color, Such as blue or green.
18. A method of processing image data according to claim
17, wherein Said Step of processing Said image texture
further comprises processing the respective RGBA color
component values of the pixels thereof, whereby the pixels
respectively defining Said highly-Saturated color are keyed
Out.

19. A method of processing image data according to claim
11, wherein Said Step of drawing Said texture elements in
Said frame buffer comprises multiple rendering passes.
20. A method of processing image data according to claim
19, wherein at least one of Said passes blends Said texture
elements.

21. A computer readable medium having computer read
able instructions executable by a computer, Such that said
computer configures a graphics accelerator card therein
equipped with at least one frame buffer upon processing Said
instructions to perform the Steps of
defining Said image data as at least one image texture to
be applied to at least one polygon;

processing Said image texture to generate corresponding
texture elements defining a matte thereof, and
drawing Said texture elements in Said frame buffer.
22. A computer readable medium according to claim 21,
wherein Said computer further configures the fragment pro
ceSSor of a graphics accelerator card.
23. A computer readable medium according to claim 21,
wherein Said image data is a digitised image frame.
24. A computer readable medium according to claim 23,
wherein Said Step of defining Said image data further com
prises the Steps of defining the outline of Said digitised image
frame as Said polygon and defining the image depicted in
Said digitised image frame as Said image texture.
25. A computer readable medium according to claim 24,
wherein Said image texture preferably includes a highly
Saturated color, Such as blue or green.
26. A computer readable medium according to claim 25,
wherein Said Step of processing Said image texture further
comprises processing the respective RGBA color compo
nent values of the pixels thereof, whereby the pixels respec
tively defining Said highly-Saturated color are keyed out.
27. A computer readable medium according to claim 21,
wherein Said Step of drawing Said texture elements in Said
frame buffer comprises multiple rendering passes.
28. A computer readable medium according to claim 19,
wherein at least one of Said passes blends Said texture
elements.

29. A computer System programmed to generate image
data, comprising image data Storage means, memory means
for Storing instructions and said image data, processing
means for processing Said instructions and graphics proceSS
ing means for processing Said image data, wherein Said
instructions are processed by Said processing means to
configure Said graphics processing means to perform the
Steps of
defining Said image data as at least one image texture to
be applied to at least one polygon;
processing Said image texture to generate corresponding
texture elements defining a matte thereof, and
drawing Said texture elements in Said frame buffer.
30. A computer System programmed according to claim
31, wherein Said graphics processing means is a graphics
accelerator I/O card.

31. A computer System programmed according to claim
31, wherein Said graphics processing means is the fragment
processor of a graphics accelerator card.
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